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10501     Some changes take effect only after the application is restarted.

Informational: Display only

Explanation:   This message appears when an action is attempted in a grid editor when no row
of the grid has been selected.

User Response:   Select a row in the grid and attempt the action again.                                    

           
10503   An internal processing error occurred.  Internal error xxx.  Unexpected data type is
yyy.  Contact support.

Warning: Display and log                                                                                                              

System string:
xxx     Internal error number  
yyy     Internal error number 
       
Explanation:   An unexpected data type or length was specified in a user exit.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

10504   An internal error has occurred.  Please note conditions under which the error occurred
and contact support.  Internal error Id is xxx.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Internal error number  
       
Explanation:   An unexpected internal error occurred.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

10505   You must specify a new name when renaming an object.  Please select an alternate
name and try again.  Object name: xxx.  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Warning: Display only

                   



System string:
xxx     Object name   
yyy      Object type  
zzz     System name  
       
Explanation:   A unique name must be specified when renaming an object. 
 
User Response:  Try an alternate name.                                                                                        

10506   You must specify a new name when copying an object.  Please select an alternate
name and try again.  Object name: xxx.  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name   
yyy      Object type  
zzz     System name  
       
Explanation:   A unique name must be specified when copying an object. 
 
User Response:  Try an alternate name.                                                                                        

10651     Migration of data from the previous release of WebSphere Data Interchange has not
been completed.  You must complete migration of data from the previous release of
WebSphere Data Interchange before attempting to migrate data into this release.

Error: Display and log

Explanation:   Data migration from a previous release of WebSphere DataInterchange was
not completed.

User Response:  Attempt to migrate data again.  If contined failure, contact support.            

10652   The migration control file xxx does not exist in path yyy.  Unable to perform migration.

Error: Display only                                                                                                              

System string:
xxx     Migration control file name   
yyy     Migration control file path 
       
Explanation:   The specified migration control file does not exist in the specified path.

                   



User Response:   Insure that the migration file exists in the specified path.                              

10653   The xxx database was not succesfully exported to migration path yyy.  Unable to
perform migration.

Error: Display only                                                                                                              

System string:
xxx     Database name   
yyy     Path name 
       
Explanation:   The indicated database was not successfully exported to the indicated path.

User Response:   Insure that the migration file exists in the specified path.                              

10654   The data source xxx was not found or does not contain data that can be migrated.
Migration terminated.

Error: Display only

System string:
xxx     Data source  
       
Explanation:   The specified file was not found, or did not contain migration data.

User Response:   Insure that the migration file exists and contains migration data.                

10655   The data source xxx has not been migrated.  Migration terminated.

Error: Display only

System string:
xxx     Data source  
       
Explanation:   The specified data source has no data to import.

User Response:   Insure that the data source is contains data.                                                    

10656   The xxx is has not been migrated to path yyy.  Unable to import some data into system
zzz.

                   



Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     Database name   
yyy      Path name  
zzz     system name  
       
Explanation:   The indicated database was not migrated to the path indicated. 
 
User Response:  Insure that the indicated database has been migrated to the indicated path.    
                                                                                                                                               

10657   The xxx data was previously exported.  Do you want to replace it?

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Database  
       
Explanation:   The specified database was previously exported.

User Response:   Decide if you want to export again, or use the previously exported database.
                                                                                                                                          

10721   An error occurred while trying to load the list control.  Not all systems may be
displayed.

Warning: Display only
       
Explanation:   There was a problem loading all systems in the list.

User Response:   If a needed system is not displayed, contact support.                                      

10741   There is an existing migration control file in the path you specified.  However, it is
either from another version of WebSphere Data Interchange or it is invalid.  Please specify an
alternate path.

Error: Display only
       
Explanation:   A migration control file already exists in the specified path.  It is either from
another version of WebSphere Data Interchange or it is invalid.

                   



User Response:   Specify an alternate migration control file.                                                      

10742   The specified path is not a WebSphere Data Interchange migration path.  Please
specify an existing WebSphere Data Interchange migration path or a new path.

Error: Display only
       
Explanation:   The specified path does not contain a migration control file.  

User Response:   Specify an existing WebSphere Data Interchange migration path or a new
path.                                                                                                                                                   

10751   An error occurred while trying to load the list control.  Not all selections may be
displayed.

Warning: Display only
       
Explanation:   An error occurred while trying to load the list control.  

User Response:   If a needed object is not displayed, contact support.                                       

10752   An error occurred while trying to load the path control.

Warning: Display only
       
Explanation:   An error occurred while trying to load the list control.  

User Response:   The wizard could not load the path, go back and specify the path again.    

10821   The migration control file must have a name of "DIClient.mig".

Warning: Display only
       
Explanation:   The migration control file must have a name of "DIClient.mig".  

User Response:   Rename the migration control file, or specify the correct one.                      

10822   The migration control file xxx was not found in path yyy.  Please specify a path
containing a migration control file.

                   



Error: Display only

System string:
xxx     Migration control file name   
yyy      Path name  
       
Explanation:   A unique name must be specified when copying an object. 
 
User Response:  Specify a path containing a migration control file.                                          

10823   Configuration data does not exist or is incomplete in migration path xxx.  Please
specify another migration path.

Error: Display only

System string:
xxx     Migration path name   
       
Explanation:   System configuration data either does not exist in the specified path, or it is
incomplete and cannot be used for migration. 
 
User Response:  Specify an alternate path containing a complete migration control file.        

10824   There is no data source in this migration path that has migrated system data.  You will
have to select an alternate migration path.

Warning: Display only
       
Explanation:   There is no data source in this migration path that has migrated system data.

User Response:  Specify an alternate path containing a complete migration control file.        

10825   The migration control file is from a newer release of WebSphere Data Interchange.
You can only select migration control files created by a previous or current release of
WebSphere Data Interchange.

Error: Display only
       
Explanation:   The migration control file is from a newer release of WebSphere Data
Interchange.

                   



User Response:  Specify a migration control files created by a previous or current release of
WebSphere Data Interchange.                                                                                                        

10831   An error occurred while trying to load the path control.

Warning: Display only
       
Explanation:   An error occurred while trying to load the path control.

User Response:  You may have to go back in the wizard and specify an alternate path.  If
continued errors, contact support.                                                                                                 

10841   An error occurred while trying to load the list control.  Not all systems may be
displayed.

Warning: Display only
       
Explanation:   An error occurred while trying to load the list control.

User Response:  If a needed system is not displayed, contact support.                                       

10851   An error occurred while trying to load the list control.  Not all migration data source
systems may be displayed.

Warning: Display only
       
Explanation:   An error occurred while trying to load the list control.

User Response:  If a needed system is not displayed, contact support.                                       

10852   There is no data source in this migration path that has migrated system data.  You will
have to select an alternate migration path.

Warning: Display only
       
Explanation:   There is no data source in this migration path that has migrated system data.

User Response:  Select an alternate migration path.                                                                    

10872   An error occurred while trying to load one of the controls on the wizard page.

                   



Warning: Display only
       
Explanation:   An error occurred while trying to load one of the controls on the wizard page.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

10901  The last token in a parsed string terminated unexpectedly.

Error: Display only
       
Explanation:   There was an error parsing a query.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

10902  An unexpected character followed a token in a parsed string.

Error: Display only
       
Explanation:   There was an error parsing a query.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

10911  The path does not exist.  Do you want to create it?

Question: Display only
       
Explanation:   The specified path does not exist.

User Response:  Either specify an existing path, or ask to create the specified path.              

10912   The drive does not exist or is invalid.  Drive: xxx.

Error: Display only

System string:
xxx     Drive  
       
Explanation:   The specified drive does not exist.

                   



User Response:   Specify an alternate drive.                                                                                 

10913  Unable to create the directory.

Error: Display only
       
Explanation:   The specified path does not exist.

User Response:  Either specify an existing path, or ask to create the specified path.              

10914 An invalid path has been specified.  Path Name: xxx.

Error: Display only

System string:
xxx     Path name

Explanation:   The specified path does not exist.

User Response:  Specify an existing path.                                                                                     

10921 Unable to change to an expected path  Path is xxx.

Error: Display only

System string:
xxx     Path name

Explanation:   The specified path does not exist.

User Response:  Specify an existing path.                                                                                     

10922 Unable to change to an expected path  Path is xxx.

Error: Display only

System string:
xxx     Path name

Explanation:   The specified path does not exist.

                   



User Response:  Specify an existing path.                                                                                     

10923 Unable to change current path to xxx.

Error: Display only

System string:
xxx     Path name

Explanation:   The specified path does not exist.

User Response:  Specify an existing path.                                                                                     

11032   Internal error 1032 occurred.  This error occurred while attempting to update data for
column xxx in table yyy.  Please note conditions under which the error occurred and contact
support.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Column name   
yyy      Table name  
       
Explanation:   An error occurred trying to update data for the specified column in the specified
table. 
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11041   A database error occurred while attempting to open table xxx.  ODBC return code is:
yyy.  Description:zzz.  Internal Codes: nnn.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
yyy      ODBC return code 
zzz      Description 
nnn    Internal Code     
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred opening the specified table.
 

                   



User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11042   A database error occurred while attempting to open table xxx.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred opening the specified table.
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11046   A database error occurred while attempting to requery table xxx.  ODBC return code
is: yyy.  Description: zzz.  Internal Codes:  nnn.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
yyy      ODBC return code 
zzz      Description 
nnn    Internal Code
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred querying  the specified table.
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11047   A database error occurred while attempting to requery table xxx.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred querying  the specified table.
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11050   A database error occurred while attempting to add a row to table "%s".  ODBC
return code is: %d.  Description: %s.  Internal Codes: %s.

                   



Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
yyy      ODBC return code 
zzz      Description 
nnn    Internal Code
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred trying to add a row to the specified table.
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11051   Unable to add a row to table xxx.  Access is read only.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred trying to add a row to the specified table.
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11052   A database error occurred while attempting to add a row to table xxx.  ODBC return
code is: yyy.  Description: zzz.  Internal Codes: nnn.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
yyy      ODBC return code 
zzz      Description 
nnn    Internal Code
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred trying to add a row to the specified table.
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11056   A database error occurred while attempting to edit a row in table xxx.  ODBC return
code is: yyy.  Description: zzz.  Internal Codes: nnn.

                   



Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Table name   
yyy      ODBC return code 
zzz      Description 
nnn    Internal Code
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred trying to edit a row in the specified table.
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11057   Unable to edit a row in table xxx.  Access is read only.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred trying to edit a row in the specified table.
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11060   A database error occurred while attempting to update a row in table xxx.  ODBC
return code is: yyy.  Description: zzz.  Internal Codes: nnn.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
yyy      ODBC return code 
zzz      Description 
nnn    Internal Code
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred trying to update a row in the specified table.
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11066   A database error occurred while attempting to delete a row from table xxx.  ODBC
return code is: yyy.  Description: zzz.  Internal Codes: nnn.

Warning: Display and log

                   



System string:
xxx     Table name   
yyy      ODBC return code 
zzz      Description 
nnn    Internal Code
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred trying to delete a row from the specified table.
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11067   Unable to delete a row from table xxx.  Access is read only.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred trying to delete a row from the specified table.
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11081   A database error occurred while attempting to get a row from table xxx.  ODBC
return code is: yyy.  Description: zzz.  Internal Codes: nnn.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
yyy      ODBC return code 
zzz      Description 
nnn    Internal Code
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred trying to get a row from the specified table.
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11082   A database error occurred while attempting to move to the first row in table xxx.
ODBC return code is: yyy.  Description: zzz.  Internal Codes: nnn.

Warning: Display and log

                   



System string:
xxx     Table name   
yyy      ODBC return code 
zzz      Description 
nnn    Internal Code
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred trying to move to the first row in the specified table.
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11083   A database error occurred while attempting to move to the last row in table xxx.
ODBC return code is: yyy.  Description: zzz.  Internal Codes: nnn.
Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
yyy      ODBC return code 
zzz      Description 
nnn    Internal Code
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred trying to move to the last row in the specified table.
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11084   ,A database error occurred while attempting to move to the next row in table xxx.
ODBC return code is: yyy.  Description: zzz.  Internal Codes: nnn.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
yyy      ODBC return code 
zzz      Description 
nnn    Internal Code
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred trying to move to the next row in the specified table.
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11085   A database error occurred while attempting to move to the previous row in table xxx.
ODBC return code is: yyy.  Description: zzz.  Internal Codes: nnn.

                   



Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
yyy      ODBC return code 
zzz      Description 
nnn    Internal Code
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred trying to move to the previous row in the specified
table.
 
User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11092   A database error occurred while attempting to bind data parameters to table xxx.
ODBC return code is: yyy.  Description: zzz.  Internal Codes: nnn.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
yyy      ODBC return code 
zzz      Description 
nnn    Internal Code
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred trying to bind data parameters in the specified
table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11093   A database error occurred while attempting to prepare an SQL statement for table
xxx.  ODBC return code is: yyy.  Description: zzz.  Internal Codes: nnn.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
yyy      ODBC return code 
zzz      Description 
nnn    Internal Code
       
Explanation:    A database error occurred trying to prepare an SQL statement for the
specified table.

                   



User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11120   An unspecified file error occurred while trying to open table xxx.  Cause code: yyy.
System error code: zzz.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
yyy      Cause code 
zzz      System error code 

       
Explanation:    An unspecified file error occurred while trying to open the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11121   While trying to open table xxx, an error occurred indicating too many files are open.
Try closing some files or applications and select 'Retry'.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name   
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to open the specified table.

User Response:  Try closing some files or applications and select 'Retry'.                                

11122   While trying to open table xxx, an error occurred indicating access to a file has been
denied.  System error code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to open the specified table.

User Response:  Try closing some files or applications and select 'Retry'.                                

                   



11124   While trying to open table xxx, an error occurred indicating the setting of a file pointer
failed.  System error code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to open the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11125   A hardware error occurred trying to open table xxx.  System error code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to open the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11126   A sharing violation occurred while trying to open table xxx.  SHARE.EXE is not
loaded or a shared region is locked.  System error code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to open the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11127   A lock violation occurred while trying to open table xxx.  System error code: yyy.

                   



Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to open the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11129   An unexpected file error occurred while trying to open table xxx.  Cause code: yyy.
System error code: zzz.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     Cause code
zzz     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to open the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11130   An unspecified file error occurred while trying to requery table xxx.  Cause code: yyy.
System error code: zzz.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     Cause code
zzz     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to query the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11134   While trying to requery table xxx, an error occurred indicating the setting of a file
pointer failed.  System error code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

                   



System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to query the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11135   A hardware error occurred trying to requery table xxx.  System error code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to query the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11136   A sharing violation occurred while trying to requery table xxx.  SHARE.EXE is not
loaded or a shared region is locked.  System error code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to query the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11137   A lock violation occurred while trying to requery table xxx.  System error code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  
       

                   



Explanation:    An error occurred trying to query the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11139   An unexpected file error occurred while trying to requery table xxx.  Cause code: yyy.
System error code: zzz.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name
yyy    Cause code  
zzz     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to query the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11140   An unspecified file error occurred while trying to add a row to table xxx.  Cause code:
yyy.  System error code: zzz.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name
yyy    Cause code  
zzz     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to add a row to the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11141   Disk is full - can not add a row to table "%s"

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to add a row to the specified table.

                   



User Response:  Attempt to free up disk space and try again.                                                    

11144   While trying to add a row to table xxx, an error occurred indicating the setting of a file
pointer failed.  System error code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to add a row to the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11145   A hardware error occurred trying to add a row to table xxx.  System error code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to add a row to the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11146   A sharing violation occurred while trying to add a row to table xxx.  SHARE.EXE is
not loaded or a shared region is locked.  System error code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to add a row to the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

                   



11147   A lock violation occurred while trying to add a row to table xxx.  System error code:
yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to add a row to the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11150   An unspecified file error occurred while trying to edit a row in table xxx.  Cause code:
yyy.  System error code: zzz.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy    Cause code  
zzz     System error code
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to edit a row in the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11151   Unable to add a row to table xxx.  Access is read only.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to add a row to the specified table.

User Response:  Database access needs to be read/write.                                                            

11154   While trying to edit a row in table xxx, an error occurred indicating the setting of a file
pointer failed.  System error code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

                   



System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to edit a row in the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11155   A hardware error occurred trying to edit a row in table xxx.  System error code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to edit a row in the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11156   A sharing violation occurred while trying to edit a row in table xxx.  SHARE.EXE is
not loaded or a shared region is locked.  System error code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to edit a row in the specified table.

User Response:  SHARE.EXE is not loaded or a shared region is locked.                                 

11157   A lock violation occurred while trying to edit a row in table xxx.  System error code:
yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code

                   



       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to edit a row to the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11159   An unexpected file error occurred while trying to edit a row in table xxx.  Cause code:
yyy.  System error code: zzz.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     Cause code  
zzz     System error code
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to edit a row in the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11180   An unspecified file error occurred while trying to move to a row in table xxx.  Cause
code: yyy.  System error code: zzz.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     Cause code  
zzz     System error code
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to move to a row in the specified table.

User Response:  Database access needs to be read/write.                                                            

11184   While trying to move to a row in table xxx, an error occurred indicating the setting of a
file pointer failed.  System error code: yyy

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code
       

                   



Explanation:    An error occurred trying to move to a row in the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11185   A hardware error occurred trying to move to a row in table xxx.  System error code:
yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to move to a row of the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11186   A sharing violation occurred while trying to move to a row in table xxx.  SHARE.EXE
is not loaded or a shared region is locked.  System error code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to move to a row of the specified table.

User Response:  SHARE.EXE is not loaded or a shared region is locked.                                

11187   A lock violation occurred while trying to move to a row in table xxx.  System error
code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     System error code  

Explanation:    An error occurred trying to move to a row of the specified table.

                   



User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11189   An unexpected file error occurred while trying to move to a row in table xxx.  Cause
code: yyy.  System error code: zzz.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table name  
yyy     Cause code  
zzz     System error code
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to move to a row of the specified table.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11201   Database transaction processing failed to start successfully for part of the database.
The data source name is xxx.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Data source name  

Explanation:    There is an error with the specified database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11202   Database commit processing failed.  Condition of the data involved is unknown.

Warning: Display only

Explanation:    An error occurred trying to commit changes to the database.

User Response:  Insure work has been correctly saved.                                                              

11203   Database commit processing failed.  Condition of the data involved is unknown.  Run
time database status: xxx.  Customization time database status: yyy.

Warning: Log only

                   



System string:
xxx     Run time database status
yyy    Customization time database status  

Explanation:    An error occurred trying to commit changes to the database.

User Response:  Insure work has been correctly saved.                                                              

11204   Database rollback processing failed.  Condition of the data involved is unknown.

Warning: Display only

Explanation:    An error occurred trying to rollback changes to the database.

User Response:  Insure work has been correctly saved.                                                              

11205   Database rollback processing failed.  Condition of the data involved is unknown.  Run
time database status: xxx.  Customization time database status: yyy.

Warning: Log only

System string:
xxx     Run time database status
yyy    Customization time database status  

Explanation:    An error occurred trying to commit changes to the database.

User Response:  Insure work has been correctly saved.                                                              

11206   Can not begin a database update while one or more List Windows are loading in the
background.  Please cancel the background loading and try again.

Warning: Display only

Explanation:    An error occurred trying to update changes to the database.

User Response:  Cancel the background loading and try again.                                                 

11208   Attempted login to the edi system failed.

Error: Display and log

                   



Explanation:    An error occurred trying to logon to the edi system.

User Response:  Check your password to the system.                                                                  

11209   A connection to the xxx system has been lost.  Press OK to attempt to reconnect.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation:    Your database connection has been lost.

User Response:  Press OK to attempt to reconnect.                                                                     

11231   Unable to determine the version of the database.  If the table EDIPSDI was not found,
you may need to upgrade your database to the current WebSphere Data Interchange release.

Error: Display and log

Explanation:    Unable to determine the version of the database.

User Response:  If the table EDIPSDI was not found, you may need to upgrade your database
to the current WebSphere Data Interchange release.                                                  

11232   Unable to locate the database version record while trying to update it in the xxx
database.

Error: Display and log

Explanation:    Unable to determine the version of the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11233   A database error occurred while attempting to determine if the database connection
was valid.  ODBC return code is: xxx.  Description: yyy.  Internal Codes: zzz.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     ODBC return code  
yyy     Description 
zzz     Internal codes

                   



       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to connect to the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11234   An unknown database error occurred while attempting to determine if a database
connection is valid.  Database name is xxx.  Database qualifier is yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database name  
yyy     Database qualifier 
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to connect to the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11235   A database error occurred while attempting to allocate a database handle.  ODBC
return code is: xxx.  Description: yyy.  Internal Codes: zzz.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     ODBC return code  
yyy     Description 
zzz     Internal codes
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to connect to the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11236   An unknown database error occurred while attempting to allocate an SQL statement
handle.  Database name is xxx.  Database qualifier is yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database name  
yyy     Database qualifier 
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to connect to the database.

                   



User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11251   The database path information in the ODBC registry for data source name xxx is
empty.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Data source name  
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to connect to the database.

User Response:  Insure that the ODBC destination for the data source specified is correct.   

11252   Unable to locate database path information in the ODBC registry for data source
name xxx.  Additional system information is yyy.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Data source name
yyy     Registry error message
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to connect to the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11253   Unable to locate ODBC registry entry for data source name xxx.  Additional system
information is yyy.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Data source name  
yyy     Registry error message
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to connect to the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

                   



11254   An error occurred trying to open data source name xxx.  Path to the database is yyy.
Database error code is zzz.  Database error message is nnn.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Data source name  
yyy     Database path
zzz     Database error code
nnn     Database error message
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to open the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11255   An error occurred trying to create table xxx in data source yyy.  Database error code
is yyy.  Database error message is nnn.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database table name  
yyy     Data source name
zzz     Database error code
nnn     Database error message
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to create a table in the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11256   An error occurred trying to add table xxx to data source yyy.  Database error code is
yyy.  Database error message is nnn.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database table name  
yyy     Data source name
zzz     Database error code
nnn     Database error message
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to add a table to the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

                   



11257   An error occurred trying to create an index for table xxx in data source yyy.  Index
name is zzz.  Database error code is nnn.  Database error message is ppp.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database table name  
yyy      Data source name
zzz      Database index name
nnn     Database error code
ppp      Database error message
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to create an index in a table in the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11258   An error occurred trying to add field xxx to table yyy in data source zzz.  Database
error code is nnn.  Database error message is ppp.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database field name  
yyy      Database table name
zzz      Data source name
nnn     Database error code
ppp      Database error message
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to add a field to a table in the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11259   An error occurred trying to open table xxx in data source yyy.  Database error code is
zzz.  Database error message is nnn.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database table name  
yyy      Data source name
zzz      Database error code

                   



nnn     Database error message

Explanation:    An error occurred trying to open a table in the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11260   An error occurred trying to close table xxx in data source yyy.  Database error code is
zzz.  Database error message is nnn.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database table name  
yyy      Data source name
zzz      Database error code
nnn     Database error message

Explanation:    An error occurred trying to close a table in the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11261   An error occurred trying to delete field xxx from table yyy in data source zzz.
Database error code is nnn.  Database error message is ppp.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database field name  
yyy      Database table name
zzz      Data source name
nnn     Database error code
ppp      Database error message
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to delete a field from a table in the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11262   An error occurred trying to determine if field xxx exists in table yyy in data source zzz.
Database error code is nnn.  Database error message is ppp.

Error: Display and log

                   



System string:
xxx     Database field name  
yyy      Database table name
zzz      Data source name
nnn     Database error code
ppp      Database error message
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to determine if a field exists in a table in the
database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11263   An error occurred trying to determine if table xxx exists in data source zzz.  Database
error code is nnn.  Database error message is ppp.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database table name  
yyy      Data source name
zzz      Database error code
nnn     Database error message
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to determine if a table exists in the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                 

11264   An error occurred trying to determine if index xxx exists in table yyy in data source
zzz.  Database error code is nnn.  Database error message is ppp.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database index name  
yyy      Database table name
zzz      Data source name
nnn     Database error code
ppp      Database error message
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to determine if an index exists in a table in the
database.

                   



User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11265   An error occurred trying to delete index xxx exists from table yyy in data source zzz.
Database error code is nnn.  Database error message is ppp.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database index name  
yyy      Database table name
zzz      Data source name
nnn     Database error code
ppp      Database error message
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to delete an index from a table in the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

11266   An error occured while trying to issue an SQL statement to data source name xxx.
Database error code is yyy. Database error message zzz.  The SQL statement is nnn.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Data source name  
yyy      Database error code
zzz      Database error message
nnn     SQL Statement
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to issue an SQL statement.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                 

11267   An error occurred trying to open data source name xxx.  Path to the database is yyy.
Database extended error code is zzz.  You may need to re-install Microsoft DAO.  Contact
support if you need assistance.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Data source name  
yyy      Database path name

                   



zzz      Database exteded error code
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to open a data source.

User Response:  You may need to re-install Microsoft DAO.   Contact support.                      

11268  An error occurred trying to open data source name xxx.  Path to the database is yyy.
Database extended error code is zzz.  This is a problem with Microsoft DAO. Contact support
if you need assistance.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Data source name  
yyy      Database path name
zzz      Database exteded error code
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to open a data source.

User Response:  This is a problem with Microsoft DAO.   Contact support.                            

11269  An error occurred trying to create query xxx in data source yyy.  Database error code
is zzz.  Database error message is nnn.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Query name  
yyy      Data source name
zzz      Database error code
nnn     Database error message
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to create a query.

User Response:     Contact support.                                                                                               

11270  An error occurred trying to add query xxx to data source yyy.  Database error code is
zzz.  Database error message is nnn.

Error: Display and log

System string:

                   



xxx     Query name  
yyy      Data source name
zzz      Database error code
nnn     Database error message
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to add a query.

User Response:     Contact support.                                                                                               

11271  An error occurred trying to determine if query xxx exists in data source yyy.  Database
error code is zzz.  Database error message is nnn.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Query name  
yyy      Data source name
zzz      Database error code
nnn     Database error message
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to determine if a query exists.

User Response:     Contact support.                                                                                               

11272  An error occurred trying to close query xxx in data source yyy.  Database error code is
zzz.  Database error message is nnn.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Query name  
yyy      Data source name
zzz      Database error code
nnn     Database error message
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to close a query.

User Response:     Contact support.                                                                                               

11511  The selected object is not available in the system.  Do you want to continue with
another selected object?  Object name: xxx.  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

                   



Question: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    The object you selected is not available.

User Response:     Select to work with another object. Contact support if needed.                  

11512  The selected object is not available in the system.   Object name: xxx.  Object type:
yyy.  System: zzz.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    The object you selected is not available.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

11523  Unable to create the editor frame.  Try again after closing other windows.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation:    Not enough resources available to create a window.

User Response:    Try to free up resources by closing applications or windows.  Contact
support.                                                                                                                                             

11524  Do you want to save this changed object?  Object name: xxx.  Object type: yyy.
System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type

                   



zzz      System
      
Explanation:    When a changed object is being closed, you have the ability to close and save
any changes made since opening the object, or you close the object and back out any changes,
or you can simply close this dialog and continue working with the object.

User Response:    Select ‘Yes’ if you want to save the current object with any changes.  Select
‘No’ if you want to close the current object without saving changes.    Selecting ‘Cancel’
closes the dialog and leaves the object open.                                                                  

11525  Do you want to save this changed object?  Object name: xxx.  Object type: yyy.
System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    When a changed object is being closed, you have the ability to close and save
any changes made since opening the object, or you close the object and back out any changes.

User Response:    Select ‘Ok’ if you want to save the current object with any changes.  Select
‘Cancel’ if you want to close the current object without saving changes.                       

11526  Do you want to save this new object?  Object name: xxx.  Object type: yyy.  System:
zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    When a new object is being closed, you have the ability to close and save any
the new object, or you close the new object without saving it, or you can simply close this
dialog and continue working with the new object.

                   



User Response:    Select ‘Yes’ if you want to save this new object.  Select ‘No’ if you want to
close the new object without saving.    Selecting ‘Cancel’ closes the dialog and leaves the new
object open.                                                                  

11527  Do you want to save this new object?  Object name: xxx.  Object type: yyy.  System:
zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    When a new object is being closed, you have the ability to close and save the
object, or you close the object without saving.

User Response:    Select ‘Ok’ if you want to save the new object.  Select ‘Cancel’ if you want
to close the new object without saving.                                                                                 

11528  Warning: unable to unlock the object.  Do you want to continue?  Object name: xxx.
Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    The object selected is locked.  You have the ability to open the object in read
only mode, or to cancel the request to open the object.

User Response:    Select ‘Ok’ if you want to open the object in read only mode.    You will not
be able to make any changes to the object.  Select ‘Cancel’ if you do not want to open object
in read only mode.   You could determine the reason the object is locked.  It may be locked by
another user, or you may have opened it earlier.  If you already have the object open, you can
find the opened object and continue working with it.  If WDI had been previously terminated
abnormally with the object open, the object will be locked when WDI is reopened.  You can
select the object and the ‘Unlock’ action to unlock the object regardless of the reason the
object is locked.                                                                                

                   



11529  The xxx database does not support the yyy object type.  You will not be able to export
this object type to the selected system.

Information: Display only

System string:
xxx     Database name  
yyy      Object type
      
Explanation:    The target database of an ‘Export to Other System’ does not support the
object being exported.

User Response:    Either select a different object to export, or select an different target
system.  Contact support for further help.                                                                                    

11531  An error occurred while trying to print the following object.  Do you want to retry?
Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to print an object.

User Response:    Select ‘Retry’ if you want to attempt to print the object again.  Select
‘Cancel’ to cancel the print action.  Contact support if the problem persists.                           

11532  An error occurred while trying to print the following object.  Do you want to retry?
Object name: xxx.  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to print an object.

                   



User Response:    Select ‘Yes’ if you want to attempt to print the object again.  Select ‘No’ to
cancel the print action.  Select ‘Cancel’ to remove this dialog without any further action.
Contact support if the problem persists.                                                                                       

11536  An error occurred while trying to delete the following object.  Do you want to retry?
Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to delete an object.

User Response:    Select ‘Retry’ if you want to attempt to delete the object again.  Select
‘Cancel’ to cancel the delete action.  Contact support if the problem persists.                         

11537  An error occurred while trying to delete the following object.  Do you want to retry?
Object name: xxx.  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to delete an object.

User Response:    Select ‘Yes’ if you want to attempt to delete the object again.  Select ‘No’
to cancel the delete action.  Select ‘Cancel’ to remove this dialog without any further action.
Contact support if the problem persists.                                                                                       

11537  Are you sure you want to delete the selected xxx object(s) from the yyy system?

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object(s) name  
yyy      System

                   



      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to delete objects.

User Response:    Select ‘Ok’ if you want to delete the object(s).  Select ‘Cancel’ to cancel the
delete action.                                                                                                                              

11541  An error occurred while trying to rename the following object.  Do you want to retry?
Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to rename an object.

User Response:    Select ‘Retry’ if you want to attempt to rename the object again.  Select
‘Cancel’ to cancel the rename action.  Contact support if the problem persists.                       

11542  An error occurred while trying to rename the following object.  Do you want to retry?
Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to rename an object.

User Response:    Select ‘Yes’ if you want to attempt to rename the object again.  Select ‘No’
to cancel the rename action.  Select ‘Cancel’ to remove the dialog without further action.          
                                                                                                                                     

11544  An error occurred while trying to copy the following object.  Do you want to retry?
Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display only

                   



System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to copy an object.

User Response:    Select ‘Retry’ if you want to attempt to copy the object again.  Select
‘Cancel’ to cancel the copy action.  Contact support if the problem persists.                           

11545  An error occurred while trying to copy the following object.  Do you want to retry?
Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to copy an object.

User Response:    Select ‘Yes’ if you want to attempt to copy the object again.  Select ‘No’ to
cancel the copy action.  Select ‘Cancel’ to remove the dialog without further action.          

11546  An error occurred while trying to unlock the following object.  Do you want to retry?
Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to unlock an object.

User Response:    Select ‘Retry’ if you want to attempt to unlock the object again.  Select
‘Cancel’ to cancel the unlock action.  Contact support if the problem persists.                        

11547  An error occurred while trying to unlock the following object.  Do you want to retry?
Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

                   



Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to unlock an object.

User Response:    Select ‘Yes’ if you want to attempt to unlock the object again.  Select ‘No’
to cancel the unlock action.  Select ‘Cancel’ to remove the dialog without further action.      

11548  An error occurred while trying to import the following object.  Do you want to retry?
Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to import an object.

User Response:    Select ‘Yes’ if you want to attempt to import the object again.  Select ‘No’
to cancel the import action.  Select ‘Cancel’ to remove the dialog without further action.      

11551  An error occurred while trying to compile a control string for the following object.  Do
you want to retry?  Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to compile a control string for an object.

User Response:    Select ‘Retry’ if you want to attempt to compile the object again.  Select
‘Cancel’ to cancel the compile action.  Contact support if the problem persists.                      

                   



11552  An error occurred while trying to compile a control string for the following object.  Do
you want to retry?  Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to compile a control string for an object.

User Response:    Select ‘Yes’ if you want to attempt to compile the object again.  Select ‘No’
to cancel the compile action.  Select ‘Cancel’ to remove the dialog without further action.          
                                                                                                                                      

11553  Unable to compile a control string for the following object.  The source was not found in
the system or this is a Host Only object.  Do you want to continue with another selected
object?  Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to compile a control string for an object.  

User Response:    Select ‘Ok’ if you want to attempt to compile the next object.  Select
‘Cancel’ to cancel the compile action.  Contact support if the problem persists.                      

11554  Unable to compile a control string for the following object.  The source was not found in
the system or this is a Host Only object.  Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System

                   



      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to compile a control string for an object.  

User Response:    Select ‘Ok’ if you want to attempt to compile the next object.  Contact
support if the problem persists.                                                                                                      

11555  The control string was successfully compiled.

Information: Display only
      
Explanation:    The object was successfully compiled.   

User Response:    No response needed.                                                                                          

11571  An error occurred while trying to convert the following object.  Do you want to retry?
Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to convert an object.

User Response:    Select ‘Retry’ if you want to attempt to convert the object again.  Select
‘Cancel’ to cancel the convert action.  Contact support if the problem persists.                      

11572  An error occurred while trying to convert the following object.  Do you want to retry?
Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to convert an object.

                   



User Response:    Select ‘Yes’ if you want to attempt to convert the object again.  Select ‘No’
to cancel the convert action.  Select ‘Cancel’ to remove the dialog without further action.          
                                                                                                                                      

11574  The current document is locked.  The requested action can not be performed.  Object
name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to perform an action on an object.  

User Response:    Select ‘Ok’ to remove the dialog.  Unlock the object and attempt the action
again.                                                                                                                                     

11575  A standard was not created.  Do you want to try again to create a standard from the
following object?  Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to create a standard from the selected object.

User Response:    Select ‘Retry’ if you want to attempt to create a standard from the object
again.  Select ‘Cancel’ to cancel the action.  Contact support if the problem persists.             

11576  A standard was not created.  Do you want to try again to create a standard from the
following object?  Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Question: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type

                   



zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to create a standard from the selected object.

User Response:    Select ‘Yes’ if you want to attempt to create a standard from the object
again.  Select ‘No’ to cancel the action.  Select ‘Cancel’ to remove the dialog without further
action.                                                                                                                                   

11652  The object you are attempting to create already exists in the system.  Please select an
alternate name and try again.  Object name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to create an object.  Similar objects cannot have the
same name.

User Response:    Select ‘Ok’ to remove the dialog.  Select an alternate name and attempt the
action again.                                                                                                                               

11656  The data you are adding already exists in the system.  Object name: xxx  Object type:
yyy.  System: zzz.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to add an object to the system.  

User Response:    Select ‘Ok’ to remove the dialog.  Select an alternate system and attempt
the action again.                                                                                                                               

11661  The current document is locked.  The requested action can not be performed. Object
name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

                   



Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An action was attempted on an object that is locked.  

User Response:    Select ‘Ok’ to remove the dialog.  Unlock the object and attempt the action
again.                                                                                                                                     

11662  Unable to unlock the current object.  Please resolve the problem and try again. Object
name: xxx  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    An action was attempted on an object that is locked.  

User Response:    Select ‘Ok’ to remove the dialog.  Contact support.                                       

11670  The new name matches the old name.  Please specify a different name. 

Warning: Display only

Explanation:    A ‘Rename’ was attempted, but the name was not changed.  

User Response:    Select ‘Ok’ to remove the dialog.  Input a unique new name and try again.    
                                                                                                                                             

11671  Can not rename or copy this object.  The name is invalid. 

Warning: Display only

Explanation:    A ‘Rename’ was attempted, but the name was not valid.  

                   



User Response:    Select ‘Ok’ to remove the dialog.  Input a unique new name and try again.
Invalid characters may have been used in the new name.    Try again.                         

11681  Following object already exists. Do you want to replace it?  Object name: xxx  Object
type: yyy.  System: zzz.  Warning: If you choose to replace, any associated objects being
imported will replace existing objects.

Question: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Object name  
yyy      Object type
zzz      System
      
Explanation:    Importing an object with its assoicated objects will replace not only the
selected object, but also all of the associated objects.  

User Response:    Select ‘Ok’ if you want to import  object and all of its associated objects.
Select ‘Cancel’ to cancel the import action.                                                                                  

11701  Warning: The map type can not be determined.  Therefore, you will not be able to
select usages for export with the control string. 

Warning: Display only

Explanation:    An export of a map with its associated objects was attempted, but the map type
was undeterminable.  

User Response:    Select ‘Ok’ to remove the dialog.  Contact support.                                      

12001  An error occurred while trying to update application configuration data. 

Error: Display and log

Explanation:    An error occurred trying to update application configuration data.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12002  Failed to initialize Windows Sockets.  Please make sure your TCP/IP stack is properly
setup. 

                   



Error: Display and log

Explanation:    An error occurred with Windows.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12003  Failed to create the main frame window. 

Error: Display and log

Explanation:    An error occurred with Windows.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12004  Failed to initialize the application. 

Error: Display and log

Explanation:    An error occurred initializing WDI.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12005  The xxx database in the yyy system is intended for a newer release of the WebSphere
Data Interchange application.  The WebSphere Data Interchange application is at release zzz.
The database is intended for release nnn or greater. 

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database name  
yyy      System name
zzz      WDI release level
nnn     Database release level

Explanation:    The database and WDI are not at the same release level.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12006  The xxx database is intended for a newer release of the WebSphere Data Interchange
application.  The WebSphere Data Interchange application is at release yyy.  The database is
intended for release zzz or greater.

                   



Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database name  
yyy      WDI release level
zzz     Database release level

Explanation:    The database and WDI are not at the same release level.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12007  The xxx database in the yyy system is intended for a prior release of the WebSphere
Data Interchange application.  The WebSphere Data Interchange application is at release zzz.
The database is at release nnn.  You must upgrade your database to the current release of
WebSphere Data Interchange.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database name  
yyy     System name
zzz      WDI release level
nnn     Database release level

Explanation:    The database and WDI are not at the same release level.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12008  The xxx database is intended for a prior release of the WebSphere Data Interchange
application.  The WebSphere Data Interchange application is at release yyy.  The database is
at release zzz.  You must upgrade your database to the current release of WebSphere Data
Interchange.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database name  
yyy     WDI release level
zzz      Database release level

Explanation:    The database and WDI are not at the same release level.  

                   



User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12009  An error occurred while trying to add language profile and related indexes to the xxx
system.  Working with the language profile may be problematic.  An attempt will be made to
correct the problem the next time the system is opened.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     System name  

Explanation:    There was an error updating the database, in particular, the language profile
table.  

User Response:    Each time the product is started, an attempt will be made to correct the
problem.  If the problem persisits, contact support.                                                                     

12010  An error occurred while trying to update the runtime database in the xxx system.
Working with the send or receive usages may be problematic.  An attempt will be made to
correct the problem the next time the system is opened.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     System name  

Explanation:    There was an error updating the database, in particular, the usage tables.  

User Response:    Each time the product is started, an attempt will be made to correct the
problem.  If the problem persisits, contact support.                                                                     

12011  An error occurred while trying to update the runtime database in the xxx system.
Working with the mapping report may be problematic.  An attempt will be made to correct the
problem the next time the system is opened.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     System name  

Explanation:    There was an error updating the database, in particular, the mapping report
tables.  

                   



User Response:    Each time the product is started, an attempt will be made to correct the
problem.  If the problem persisits, contact support.                                                                     

12021  Failed to open xxx system.  Error accessing configuration database.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     System name  

Explanation:    There was an error opening the configuration database.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12022  Failed to open xxx system.  Could not locate Logical Database record.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     System name  

Explanation:    There was an error opening the database.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12023  Failed to open xxx system.  Failed to open the Logical Database.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     System name  

Explanation:    There was an error opening the database.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12024  Failed to open xxx system.  Logical database is not registered.

Warning: Display only

                   



System string:
xxx     System name  

Explanation:    There was an error opening the configuration database.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12031  Failed to open xxx list window on yyy system.  Logical database could not be opened.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     List window name
yyy     System name

Explanation:    There was an error opening a list window.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12032  Failed to open xxx list window on yyy system.  Failed to create the document.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     List window name
yyy     System name

Explanation:    There was an error opening a list window.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12033  Failed to open xxx list window on yyy system.  Failed to open the document.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     List window name
yyy     System name

Explanation:    There was an error opening a list window.

                   



User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12034  Failed to open xxx list window on yyy system.  Failed to create the window.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     List window name
yyy     System name

Explanation:    There was an error opening a list window.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12035  Failed to open xxx list window on yyy system.  Failed to create the MDI frame.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     List window name
yyy     System name

Explanation:    There was an error opening a list window.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12051  Unable to start the browser.  Error code is xxx.

Err: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Error code

Explanation:    Unable to start the browser.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12081  Data format xxx was not found.  Please correct the problem before continuing.

Error: Display and log

                   



System string:
xxx     Error code

Explanation:    Unable to locate the selected data format.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12082  A memory error occurred.  Close some applications and try again.

Error: Display and log

Explanation:    Memory problems.  

User Response:    Close some applications and try again.  Contact support if problem persists.
                                                                                                                                            

12083  Loop xxx was not found.  Full path is yyy.  Please correct the data format before
continuing.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Loop name
yyy     Path name

Explanation:    There was a problem with a data format  loop.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12084  Record xxx was not found.  Full path is yyy.  Please correct the data format before
continuing.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Record name
yyy     Path name

Explanation:    There was a problem with a data format record.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

                   



12085  Structure xxx was not found.  Full path is yyy.  Please correct the data format before
continuing.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Structure name
yyy     Path name

Explanation:    There was a problem with a data format structure.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12086  Field xxx was not found.  Full path is yyy.  Please correct the data format before
continuing.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Field name
yyy     Path name

Explanation:    There was a problem with a data format field.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12103  Cannot determine the User ID. Using 'Anonymous'.

Information: Display only

Explanation:    Cannot determine the User ID.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12104  Failed to find any installed EDI Systems. Please make sure that one or more EDI
Systems have been installed.

Information: Display only

Explanation:    Cannot find any System.

                   



User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12105  The xxx database is intended for a newer release of the WebSphere Data Interchange
application.  The WebSphere Data Interchange application is at release yyy.  The database is
intended for release zzz or greater.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database name  
yyy     WDI release level
zzz      WDI release level

Explanation:    The database and WDI are not at the same release level.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12106  The xxx database is intended for a prior release of the WebSphere Data Interchange
application.  The WebSphere Data Interchange application is at release yyy.  The database is
at release zzz.  You must upgrade your database to the current release of WebSphere Data
Interchange.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database name  
yyy     WDI release level
zzz      WDI release level

Explanation:    The database and WDI are not at the same release level.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12107  An internal error occurred.  Application configuration was not initialized prior to use.
Please note the actions that lead to this condition and notify support.

Error: Display and log

Explanation:    Internal error.  

                   



User Response:    Note message number and contact support.                                                    

12108  Unable to migrate xxx database to fixpack 2 level.  Please resolve the problem and try
again or contact support.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database name  

Explanation:    Unable to migrate the database to fixpack 2 level.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12109  Unable to migrate xxx database to fixpack 3 level.  Please resolve the problem and try
again or contact support.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database name  

Explanation:    Unable to migrate the database to fixpack 3 level.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12110  Unable to upgrade xxx database to WebSphere Data Interchange for Multiplatforms
level.  Please resolve the problem and try again or contact support.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Database name  

Explanation:    Unable to migrate the database to WDI for Multiplatforms level.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12131  Failed to initialize application state.

Error: Display and log

                   



Explanation:    Unable to initialize WDI.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12150  The file could not be located.  Cause code: xxx.  System error code: yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Cause code
yyy     System error code

Explanation:    Unable to locate file.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12151  Too many files are open.  Try closing some files or applications and select 'Retry'.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation:    Unable to open file.  

User Response:    Try closing some files or applications and select 'Retry'.  Contact support.   
                                                                                                                                          

12152  Access to a file has been denied.  System error code: xxx.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     System error code

Explanation:    Cannot access a file.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12153  A directory is full.

Warning: Display and log

                   



Explanation:    A directory is full.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12154  An error occurred trying to set the file pointer.  System error code: xxx.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     System error code

Explanation:    Error accessing a file.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12155  A hardware error occurred trying to access a file.  System error code:  xxx.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     System error code

Explanation:    Error accessing a file.  

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12156  A sharing violation occurred.  SHARE.EXE is not loaded or a shared region is locked.
System error code:  xxx.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     System error code

Explanation:    A sharing violation occurred.

User Response:    SHARE.EXE is not loaded or a shared region is locked.  Contact support.

12157  A lock violation occurred.  An attempt has been made to lock a region that is already
locked.  System error code:  xxx.

                   



Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     System error code

Explanation:    A lock violation occurred.                                                                                     

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12158  The disk is full.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation:   The disk is full.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12159  An unexpected file error occurred.  Cause code: xxx.  System error code: yyy.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Cause code
yyy     System error code

Explanation:    A file error occurred.                                                                                     

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12160  All or part of the path is invalid.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation:   Invalid path specified.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12161  There was an attempt to use an invalid file handle.

Warning: Display and log

                   



Explanation:   Invalid file handle specified.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12162  The current working directory cannot be removed.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation:  The current working directory cannot be removed.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12163  The end of file was reached.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation:  The end of file was reached.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

12170   A database error occurred.  ODBC return code is: xxx.  Description: yyy.  Internal
Codes: zzz.

Error: Display and log

System string:
xxx     ODBC return code  
yyy     Description 
zzz     Internal codes
       
Explanation:    An error occurred trying to connect to the database.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

12171   A database error occurred while trying to update the message log.

Error: Display only

Explanation:    An error occurred trying to update then message log.

                   



User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

12180   Failed to initialize Message Display and Logging services. Though these services are
not absolutely necessary, it is recommended that you continue only if you must.  Do you want
to quit now?

Question: Display only

Explanation:    Failed to initialize Message Display and Logging services.

User Response:  Select ‘Yes’ if you wish to continue.  Select ‘No’  to quit the product. Contact
support.                                                                                                                               

12181   Can not load Message #xxx.   Module: yyy.  Line: zzz.

Error: Display only

System string:
xxx     Message number 
yyy     Module name 
zzz     Line number

Explanation:    There was an error attempting to display an error message.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

12183   A resource allocation error occurred.  Try closing another applications to free some
memory.

Error: Display only 

Explanation:    There was a  resource allocation error.

User Response:  Try closing other applications to free some memory. Contact support.        

12184   The option selected is not supported.

Error: Display only 

Explanation:    The option selected is not supported.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

                   



12185   An unsupported exception occurred.

Error: Display and log 

Explanation:    Internal error.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

13001   Failed to load Crystal Reports Engine.  Do you want to continue without printing and
reporting functionality?

Information: Display and log 

Explanation:    Failed to load Crystal Reports Engine.

User Response:   Select ‘Yes’ to continue using the product, select ‘No’ to stop.  Contact
support.                                                                                                                                             

13002   Crystal Reports encountered the following difficulty: xxx.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Difficulty encountered

Explanation:    Crystal Reports error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

13051   This report is Read-only.

Warning: Display only 

Explanation:    Crystal Reports error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

13052   Failed to display Report list window.

                   



Warning: Display only 

Explanation:    Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

13101   Report name should be 1 to xxx characters.

Warning: Display only 

System string:
xxx     Number

Explanation:    Crystal Reports error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

13102   Please specify a valid report file name.

Warning: Display only 

Explanation:    Unable to locate a Crystal Report.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

13103   Please specify a valid report layout name.

Warning: Display only 

Explanation:    Crystal Reports error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

13104   Please specify a valid query name.

Warning: Display only 

Explanation:    Crystal Reports error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

                   



13151   Are you sure you want to delete this Report?

Question: Display only 

Explanation:    Attempting to delete a report.

User Response:   Select ‘Yes’ to delete the selected report.  Select ‘No’ to continue without
deleting the report.                                                                                                                          

13152   This report is Read-only.

Warning: Display only 

Explanation:    Crystal Reports error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

13201   The dictionary no longer exists.  It was xxx.  Please specify an alternate dictionary
name.  You will also need to specify an alternate document definition name.  The previous
document definition name was yyy.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Dictionary name
yyy     Document name

Explanation:    The dictionary no longer exists.

User Response:  Specify an alternate dictionary and document.   Contact support.                

13202   The document definition no longer exists.  It was xxx.  Please specify an alternate
document definition name.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Document name

Explanation:    The document no longer exists.

                   



User Response:  Specify an alternate document.   Contact support.                                          

13203   An error occurred while attempting to load the general tab page.  This error may be
caused by a shortage of system resources.  Try closing some applications and try again.

Warning: Display and log 

Explanation:    An error occurred while attempting to load the general tab page.

User Response: This error may be caused by a shortage of system resources.  Try closing
some applications and try again.                                                                                                    

13211   An MCD profile already exists with the same document definition name.  The
document definition name is: xxx yyy.  You will not be able to save the MCD profile to the
database.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Dictionary name
yyy     Document name

Explanation:    An MCD profile already exists with the same document definition name.

User Response:  Specify an alternate dictionary and document.                                                

13221   An error occurred while attempting to load the general tab page.  This error may be
caused by a shortage of system resources.  Try closing some applications and try again.

Warning: Display and log 

Explanation:    An error occurred while attempting to load the general tab page.

User Response: This error may be caused by a shortage of system resources.  Try closing
some applications and try again.                                                                                                    

13501   The value xxx  for parameter prompt  yyy is either invalid or is not in the proper
format.

Warning: Display only 

                   



System string:
xxx     Prompt value
yyy     Prompt name

Explanation:    The specified prompt value is invalid.

User Response:  Insure the value is valid and in the correct format.                                          

13502   Are you sure you want to delete this query?

Question: Display only 

Explanation:    Confirmation of delete.

User Response:  Select ‘Yes’ to delete  the query.  Select ‘No’ to continue without deleting
the query.                                                                                                                                          

13503   This query is read-only.

Warning: Display only 

Explanation:   This query is read-only.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

13504   The query xxx of type yyy does not exist.

Warning: Display only 

System string:
xxx     Query name
yyy     Query type

Explanation:   The specified query does not exist.

User Response:  Select an alternate query or contact support.                                                   

13521   Duplicate query name specified.  Please specify a unique query name.

Warning: Display only 

                   



Explanation:   Duplicate query name specified.

User Response:  Specify a unique query name.                                                                             

13522   Query must have at least one selected column.

Warning: Display only 

Explanation:   Query must have at least one selected column.

User Response:  Select at least one column.                                                                                  

13523   Query name should be 1 to xxx characters.

Warning: Display only 

System string:
xxx     Number

Explanation:    Query name must be correct length.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

13524   Please specify either a value or a prompt string.

Warning: Display only 

Explanation:    Specify either a value or a prompt string.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

13525   Query should have at least one sort column.

Warning: Display only 

Explanation:    Query should have at least one sort column.

User Response:   Specify a sort column for the query.                                                                 

                   



13541   Failed to display the query list window.

Warning: Display only 

Explanation:    Failed to display the query list window.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

13601   Query must have at least one selected column.

Warning: Display only 

Explanation:   Query must have at least one selected column.

User Response:  Select at least one column.                                                                                  

13701   Unexpected error occurred attempting to initilize tree control.

Warning: Display and log 

Explanation:   Internal error.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

13702   Unexpected error occurred attempting to initilize tree control.

Warning: Display and log 

Explanation:   Internal error.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

13703   Unexpected error occurred attempting to load a bitmap into a tree control.

Warning: Display and log 

Explanation:   Internal error.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

                   



13704   Unexpected error occurred attempting to create tree.

Warning: Display and log 

Explanation:   Internal error.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

13705   Unexpected error occurred attempting to load a tree node.

Warning: Display and log 

Explanation:   Internal error.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14304   The maximum length has not been specified for data member xxx in object type yyy.
Contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Data member name
yyy     Object type

Explanation:   Internal error.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14306   An internal processing error occurred.  Internal error xxx.  Format type is yyy.
Contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Internal error
yyy     Format type

Explanation:   Internal error.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

                   



14307   Unexpected carriage return following tag xxx.  The object type is yyy.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Tag name
yyy     Object type

Explanation:   Internal error.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14308   An unexpected character was encountered where a delimeter was expected during
import.  This followed data member xxx, which is in field position yyy on the import record.
The object type is zzz.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Data member
yyy     Field position
zzz     Object type

Explanation:   An unexpected character was encountered where a delimeter was expected
during import.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14309   Unable to locate a left parenthesis on the import record.

Warning: Display and log 

Explanation:   Unable to locate a left parenthesis on the import record.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14310   A left parenthesis was expected immediately after tag xxx, but not found.  The object
type is yyy.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:

                   



xxx     Tag name
yyy     Object type

Explanation:   A left parenthesis was expected, but not found.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14311   A demiliter is missing in the import record following data member xxx.  This is in field
position yyy on the import record.  The object type is zzz.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Data member
yyy     Field position
zzz     Object type

Explanation:   A demiliter is missing in the import record.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14312   A Right parenthesis was expected after the data for tag xxx but was not found.  Object
type is yyy.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Tag name
yyy     Object type

Explanation:   A right parenthesis was expected, but not found.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14313   A carriage return/line feed was not found in import record.  The object type is xxx.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Object type

Explanation:   A carriage return/line feed was not found in import record.

                   



User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14314   A trailing demiliter is missing in the import record following data member xxx.  This is
infield position yyy on the import record.  The object type is zzz.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Data member
zzz     Field position
zzz     Object type

Explanation:   A trailing demiliter is missing in the import record.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14315   A Right parenthesis was missing after the data.  Object type is xxx.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Object type

Explanation:   A right parenthesis was missing after the data.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14331   Following object already exists. Do you want to replace it?  Object name: xxx.  Object
type: yyy.  System: zzz.  Warning: If you choose to replace, any associated objects being
imported will replace existing objects.

Question: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Object name
yyy     Object type
zzz     System name

Explanation:   Confirmation of replacement.

                   



User Response:  Select ‘Ok’ to replace the current object.  Select ‘Cancel’ to continue without
replacing the current object.                                                                                             

14351   The selected file has an invalid Import Export format and can not be opened.  File
Name: xxx.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     File name

Explanation:  The selected file has an invalid Import Export format and can not be opened.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14352   An error occurred while reading an Import Export record.  The current process will be
terminated.

Error: Display and log 

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14353   An undefined record was found in the import file.

Error: Display and log 

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14354   A Control String object was encountered and will not be imported. Import of control
strings is not supported.

Error: Display and log 

Explanation:  A Control String object was encountered and will not be imported. Import of
control strings is not supported.

                   



User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14355   The version of the Import/Export file you are attempting to open does not match a
supported release or modification level of this version.  File Name: xxx.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     File name

Explanation:  The version of the Import/Export file you are attempting to open does not match
a supported release or modification level of this version.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14356   No supported import objects were found in the selected import file. File Name: xxx.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     File name

Explanation:  No supported import objects were found in the selected import file.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

14357  The existing export file is the wrong format.  File Name: %s.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     File name

Explanation:  The export file selected is not the correct format.

User Response: Select an alternate export file.                                                                             

14358  An undefined tabletype was encountered in a 1B1 table record.  Valid table types are
'V', 'T', or 'R'.  The record specifies xxx.

Error: Display and log 

                   



System string:
xxx     Table type

Explanation:  An undefined tabletype was encountered in a 1B1 table record.

User Response: Select an alternate export file.                                                                             

14359  An invalid migration file was encountered.  File is named xxx.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     File name

Explanation: An invalid migration file was specified.

User Response: Select an alternate migration file.                                                                        

14360  A Host map cannot be imported over  a control string.

Error: Display and log 

Explanation: A host map cannot be imported over  a  client control string.

User Response: Contact support.                                                                                                   

14361  A WebSphere Data Interchange control string cannot be imported over a Host control
string.

Error: Display and log 

Explanation: A client control string cannot be imported over  a  host control string.

User Response: Contact support.                                                                                                   

14362  A WebSphere Data Interchange control string cannot be imported; TYPE has a
mismatch.

Error: Display and log 

                   



Explanation: The client control string type is incorrect in the import file.

User Response: Contact support.                                                                                                   

14381  Unable to open file.  File Name: xxx.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     File name

Explanation: Unable to open the specified file.

User Response: Contact support.                                                                                                   

15400  The object you are trying to edit is currently locked.  Possibly, another user is
currently editing the object.  You will not be able to make any changes to the object at this
time.

Warning: Display only 

Explanation: The selected object is locked.

User Response: Determine if you already have this object opened in another window, or if
another user is editting this object.  You can select the object an select the ‘Unlock’ action to
unlock the object and then edit it.                                                                                              

17000  Internal error with data controls.  Internal error code 7000.  Control Id is xxx.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Control Id

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response: Contact support.                                                                                                   

17001  Internal error with data controls.  Internal error code 7001.  Control Id is xxx.

Warning: Display and log 

                   



System string:
xxx     Control Id

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response: Contact support.                                                                                                   

17002  Internal error with data controls.  Internal error code 7002.  Control Id is xxx.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Control Id

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response: Contact support.                                                                                                   

17003  Internal error with data controls.  Internal error code 7003.  Control Id is xxx.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Control Id

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response: Contact support.                                                                                                   

17004  Internal error with data controls.  Internal error code 7004.  Control Id is xxx.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Control Id

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response: Contact support.                                                                                                   

                   



17005  Internal error with data controls.  Internal error code 7005.  Control Id is xxx.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Control Id

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response: Contact support.                                                                                                   

17006  Internal error with data controls.  Internal error code 7006.  Control Id is xxx.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Control Id

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response: Contact support.                                                                                                   

17007  Internal error with data controls.  Internal error code 7007.  Control Id is xxx.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Control Id

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response: Contact support.                                                                                                   

17008  Internal error with data controls.  Internal error code 7008.  Control Id is xxx.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx     Control Id

Explanation: Internal error.

                   



User Response: Contact support.                                                                                                   

17550  Are you sure you want to delete the selected rows?

Question: Display only 

Explanation: Delete confirmation.

User Response: Select ‘Ok’ to delete the selected row.  Select ‘Cancel’ to  continue without
deleting.                                                                                                                                             

18001  This standard is already converted.  Do you want to replace it?

Question: Display only 

Explanation: Replace confirmation.

User Response: Select ‘Yes’ to replace the standard.  Select ‘No’ to  continue without
replacing.                                                                                                                                           

18002  xxx yyy does not exist in standard dictionary zzz.  Please specify a different value.

Warning: Display only 

System string:
xxx     Standard data element id
yyy     New standard data element id
zzz     Standard id

Explanation: The data element does not exist in the standard.

User Response: Contact support.                                                                                                   

18003  The value xxx for column yyy is invalid because it causes a conflict.  Please specify a
different value.

Warning: Display only 

System string:
xxx     Column value
yyy     Column name

                   



Explanation: The name entered is already in use.

User Response: Select an alternate name.                                                                                     

18004  This code list is a system code list. Setting it to be Read-only.

Information: Display only 

Explanation: The code list is a system code list and cannot be altered.

User Response: No action required.                                                                                               

18005  This Translation Table is a System Translation Table. Setting it to be Read-only.

Information: Display only 

Explanation: The translation table is a system translation table and cannot be altered.

User Response: No action required.                                                                                               

18006  The code list xxx does not exist. Please specify a different value.

Warning: Display only
 
System string:
xxx     Code list name

Explanation: The code list does not exist.

User Response:  Specify an alternate code list.                                                                             

18007  Transaction Detail - Table xxx, Position yyy : The Loop Level is invalid.

Warning: Display only
 
System string:
xxx     Table name
yyy     Position
Explanation: The loop level is invalid.

                   



User Response:  Specify an alternate loop level.                                                                           

18008  Transaction Detail - Table xxx, Position yyy : The Loop Repeat Count is invalid.

Warning: Display only
 
System string:
xxx     Table name
yyy     Position

Explanation: The loop repeat count is invalid.

User Response:  Specify an alternate repeat count.                                                                      

18009  Transaction Detail - Table xxx, Position yyy : The Loop Level can only be equal to,
less than or one more than the loop level in the line above.

Warning: Display only
 
System string:
xxx     Table name
yyy     Position

Explanation: The Loop Level can only be equal to, less than or one more than the loop level in
the line above.

User Response:  Specify an alternate loop level.                                                                           

18010  Transaction Detail - Table xxx, Position yyy contains multiple entries.

Warning: Display only
 
System string:
xxx     Table name
yyy     Position

Explanation: There are multiple entries with the same table/position.

User Response:  Specify alternate table/position values.                                                              

18011  Segment Detail - Position xxx contains multiple entries.

                   



Warning: Display only
 
System string:
xxx     Position

Explanation: There are multiple entries with the same position.

User Response:  Specify alternate position values.                                                                       

18012  Composite Element Detail - Position xxx contains multiple entries.

Warning: Display only
 
System string:
xxx     Position

Explanation: There are multiple entries with the same position.

User Response:  Specify alternate position values.                                                                       

18013  Data Element xxx can not be used because it is a Composite Element.

Warning: Display only
 
System string:
xxx     Data element id

Explanation: The data element cannot be used because it is a composite element.

User Response:  Specify an alternate element.                                                                              

18014  Do you want to ignore the database error and continue converting the standard xxx?

Question: Display only
 
System string:
xxx     Standard id

Explanation: The standard conversion encountered a database error.

                   



User Response:  Select ‘Yes’ to continue converting the standard.  Select ‘No’ to stop
converting the standard.                                                                                                                 

18015  The maximum length must be equal to or greater than the minimum length.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: The maximum length is less than the minimum length.

User Response:  Specify a maximum length that is equal or greater than the minimum length.   
                                                                                                                                            

18017  You cannot create a transaction, segment, or element until you have created a
standard dictionary.  Please create a standard dictionary, then come back and try this
operation.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: You cannot create a transaction, segment, or element until you have created a
standard dictionary.

User Response:  Create a standard dictionary, then come back and try this operation.          

18018  You cannot create a standard dictionary with a name of E,  I,  T,  U,  X.  These names
are reserved.

Error: Display only

Explanation: You cannot create a standard dictionary with a name of E,  I,  T,  U,  X.

User Response:  Specify an alternate name for the standard dictionary.                                  

18018  A database problem is preventing the opening of the envelope standard editor.  Try
deleting this envelope standard and re-importing it.

Error: Display only

Explanation: A database problem exists.

User Response:  Try deleting this envelope standard and re-importing it.  Contact support.

                   



18019  A database problem is preventing the opening of the envelope standard editor.  Try
deleting this envelope standard and re-importing it.

Error: Display and log

Explanation: A database problem exists.

User Response:  Try deleting this envelope standard and re-importing it.  Contact support.

18020  Standard Transaction Detail - Standard xxx, Transaction yyy, Table zzz, Segment nnn:
There is an inconsistancy determining if this segment is part of a loop.

Warning: Display only
 
System string:
xxx     Standard id
yyy     Transaction id
zzz     Table id
nnn     Segment id

Explanation:There is an inconsistancy determining if this segment is part of a loop.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

18501  Enter either an application routing sender or receiver.

Information: Display only

Explanation:  Either an application routing sender or receiver must be entered.

User Response:  Specify either an application routing sender or receiver.                                

18502  Receive usage key value (application routing) , has more than 35 characters.

Warning: Display only

Explanation:  Receive usage key value (application routing) , has more than 35 characters.

User Response:  Specify an alternate application routing value.                                                

                   



18503  The generic envelope profile name following the ampersand (&) must be from 1 to 6
characters.

Warning: Display only

Explanation:  The generic envelope profile name following the ampersand (&) must be from 1
to 6 characters.

User Response:  Specify an alternate generic envelope profile name.                                        

18504  The Internal Trading Partner ID is not valid.  For a send mapping, a generic usage is
defined in the internal trading partner ID by an ampersand (&) in position 1 followed by a 3
character routing code.

Warning: Display only

Explanation:  The Internal Trading Partner ID is not valid.

User Response:  For a send mapping, a generic usage is defined in the internal trading
partner ID by an ampersand (&) in position 1 followed by a 3 character routing code.          

18505  The TP Nickname is not valid.  For a receive mapping, a generic usage is defined in
the TP Nickname by an ampersand (&) in position 1.

Warning: Display only

Explanation:  The TP Nickname is not valid.

User Response:  For a receive mapping, a generic usage is defined in the TP Nickname by an
ampersand (&) in position 1.                                                                                                     

18506  The Data Format ID is too long for a generic send usage.  The data format ID must be
8 characters or less in order to define a generic usage.

Warning: Display only

Explanation:  The Data Format ID is too long for a generic send usage.

User Response:  The data format ID must be 8 characters or less in order to define a generic
usage.                                                                                                                                   

                   



18507  Unable to save.  You have specified that this usage is to be the active usage for this TP
Nickname, transaction ID, and sender/receiver combination.  There currently is another
active usage that cannot be deactivated because that usage is locked.

Warning: Display only

Explanation:  Unable to save.

User Response:  Unlock the other active usage.                                                                            

18508  Unable to save.  You have specified that this usage is to be the active usage for this
Internal Trading Partner ID and data format combination.  There currently is another active
usage that cannot be deactivated because that usage is locked.

Warning: Display only

Explanation:  Unable to save.

User Response:  Unlock the other active usage.                                                                            

18509  The "Receiving Trading Partner.TP Nickname" field is required and must be at least
1 character long.

Warning: Display only

Explanation:  A required field is empty.

User Response:  Specify a  "Receiving Trading Partner.TP Nickname" field.                         

18600  If entered, the combination of Network Account and Network User ID must be unique
for each Trading Partner.  The xxx trading partner uses this combination of Account/User ID.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     Trading partner id

Explanation:  The combination of Network Account and Network User ID must be unique for
each Trading Partner.

User Response:  Specify a  unique combination of Network Account and Network User ID. 

                   



18601  If entered, the combination of Interchange Qualifier and Interchange ID must be
unique for each Trading Partner.  The xxx trading partner uses this combination of
Qualifier/ID.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     Trading partner id

Explanation:  The combination of Interchange Qualifier and Interchange ID must be unique
for each Trading Partner.

User Response:  Specify a  unique combination of Interchange Qualifier and Interchange ID.   
                                                                                                                                                   

18700  The default value for xxx has an incorrect length.  Please specify a value of the correct
length.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx     Default value

Explanation:  The default value has an incorrect length.

User Response:  Specify a  a value of the correct length.                                                             

18701  The envelope standard, xxx, is not present or is incomplete, so details will be empty.
Please check the envelope standard and import it if needed.

Information: Display only

System string:
xxx     Envelope standard

Explanation:  The envelope standard is not present or is incomplete.

User Response:  Check the envelope standard and import it if needed.                                     

                   



19001  The data format dictionary for this map no longer exists.  It was xxx.  Please specify an
alternate data format dictionary.  You will also need to specify an alternate data format.  The
previous data format was yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Data format dictionary
yyy     Data format 

Explanation: The data format dictionary for this map no longer exists.

User Response:  Specify an alternate data format dictionary and an alternate data format.  

19002  The data format for this map no longer exists.  It was xxx.  Please specify an alternate
data format.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Data format 

Explanation: The data format for this map no longer exists.

User Response:  Specify an alternate data format.                                                                       

19003  The standard dictionary for this map no longer exists.  It was xxx.  Please specify an
alternate standard dictionary.  You will also need to specify an alternate transaction.  The
previous transaction was yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Standard dictionary 
yyy     Standard transaction

Explanation: The standard dictionary for this map no longer exists.

User Response:  Specify an alternate standard dictionary and alternate transaction.             

19004  The transaction for this map no longer exists.  It was xxx.  Please specify an alternate
transaction.

                   



Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Standard transaction 

Explanation: The standard transaction for this map no longer exists.

User Response:  Specify an alternate standard transaction.                                                        

19005  An error occurred while attempting to load the mapping general tab page.  Internal
error xxx.  This error may be caused by a shortage of system resources.  Try closing some
applications and try again.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Internal error 

Explanation: An error occurred while attempting to load the mapping general tab page.

User Response:  Try closing some applications and try again.  Contact support.                     

19006  The source Data Format, xxx, used to create the fixed EDI Standard of this map is
missing from the System.  Please locate the missing Data Format and load it onto the System.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Data format name 

Explanation: The source Data Format used to create the fixed EDI Standard of this map is
missing from the System.  It is required for creating the control string.

User Response:  Locate the original data format that was used to create the fixed standard of
this map.  Contact support.                                                                                                        

19007  An error occurred while attempting to create the mapping data element dialog.
Internal error xxx.  This error may be caused by a shortage of system resources.  Try closing
some applications and try again.

Warning: Display and log

                   



System string:
xxx     Internal error 

Explanation: An error occurred while attempting to create the mapping data element dialog.

User Response:  Try closing some applications and try again.  Contact support.                     

19051  An error occurred while attempting to create the mapping data element dialog.
Internal error xxx.  This error may be caused by a shortage of system resources.  Try closing
some applications and try again.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Internal error 

Explanation: An error occurred while attempting to create the mapping data element dialog.

User Response:  Try closing some applications and try again.  Contact support.                     

19052  An error occurred while attempting to update the mapping data element dialog.
Internal error xxx.  Data is still OK, but some information on the dialog may not be
represented correctly.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Internal error 

Explanation: An error occurred while attempting to update the mapping data element dialog.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19053  An error occurred while attempting to load data into the mapping data element dialog.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: An error occurred while attempting to load data into the mapping data element
dialog.

                   



User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19054  An error occurred while attempting to close the mapping data element dialog.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: An error occurred while attempting to close the mapping data element dialog.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19055  The data format field xxx no longer exists in data format dictionary yyy.  Please correct
this mapping.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Data format field
yyy     Data format dictionary

Explanation: The data format field no longer exists in data format dictionary.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19101  Unexpected error occurred attempting to load the map details page.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19102  Internal error occurred attempting to expand a tree node.  Node type is xxx.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Node type

Explanation: Internal error.

                   



User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19103  Unexpected error occurred attempting to load standard or map segments into map
tree.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19104  Internal error occurred attempting to process a double click event.  Node type is xxx.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Node type

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19104  Internal error occurred attempting to process a double click event.  Node type is xxx.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Node type

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19105  The ADF path of xxx is invalid. The loop or segment at table yyy, position zzz,  segment
nnn will be unqualified until corrected.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     ADF path
yyy     Table

                   



zzz     Position
nnn     Segment name

Explanation: The ADF path is invalid.  A mapping will be left unqualified.

User Response:   Correct the ADF.   Contact support.                                                                 

19106  The ADF path of xxx and field of yyy is invalid. The path and field for an element
mapping at position zzz and subposition nnn will be blank until corrected.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     ADF path
yyy     ADF field
zzz     Element position
nnn     Element subposition

Explanation: The ADF path and field is invalid.

User Response:   Correct the ADF.  Contact support.                                                                 

19107  A mapping for table xxx and position yyy will be deleted, since this table and position
does not exist in the zzz transaction or message in the nnn standard dictionary.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table
yyy     Postion
zzz     Transaction
nnn     Standard dictionary

Explanation: The table and position of the standard referenced in the map does not match the
standard.  The mapping will be deleted.

User Response:   Remap the affected area.                                                                                    

19108  A mapping for table xxx and position yyy will be deleted, since this table and position
does not exist in the zzz transaction or message in the nnn standard dictionary.

Warning: Display and log

                   



System string:
xxx     Table
yyy     Postion
zzz     Transaction
nnn     Standard dictionary

Explanation: The table and position of the standard referenced in the map does not match the
standard.  The mapping will be deleted.

User Response:   Remap the affected area.                                                                                    

19109  A mapping for table xxx and position yyy will be deleted, since the segment that started
the loop does not exist in the zzz transaction or message in the nnn standard dictionary.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table
yyy     Postion
zzz     Transaction
nnn     Standard dictionary

Explanation: A segment that started the loop does not exist in the transaction The mapping
will be deleted.

User Response:   Remap the affected area.                                                                                    

19110  The ADF path of xxx and field of yyy specified in row zzz of the AC grid is invalid. This
row has been deleted.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     ADF path
yyy     ADF field
zzz     Row

Explanation: The ADF path and field specified in a row of the AC grid is invalid.

User Response:   Remap the affected area.                                                                                    

                   



19112  You attempted to create a second path qualified occurrence of a loop or repeating
segment.  This is not allowed on receive maps. No action taken.

Information: Display and log

Explanation: You attempted to create a second path qualified occurrence of a loop or
repeating segment.  This is not allowed on receive maps.

User Response:   None required                                                                                                     

19113  You attempted to create a second path qualified occurrence of a loop or repeating
segment using a path that had been used to qualify another occurrence of this loop or
repeating segment.  This is not allowed. No action taken.

Information: Display and log

Explanation: You attempted to create a second path qualified occurrence of a loop or
repeating segment using a path that had been used to qualify another occurrence of this loop
or repeating segment.  This is not allowed.

User Response:   None required                                                                                                     

19114  Internal error occurred attempting to delete a tree node.  Node type is xxx.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Node type

Explanation: Internal error occurred attempting to delete a tree node.

User Response:   Contact support                                                                                                  

19115  An element mapping for table xxx, position yyy, element position zzz and subelement
postion nnn will be deleted, since this element or subelement does not exist in the segment.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table
yyy     Postion
zzz     Element position

                   



nnn     Subelement position

Explanation: This element or subelement does not exist in the segment.  The mapping will be
deleted.

User Response:   Contact support                                                                                                  

19116  A mapping in element position xxx, subelement position yyy in segment zzz which was
qualified by the element in position nnn and subelement postion ppp  will be deleted, since the
qualifying element or subelement does not exist in segment.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Element position
yyy     Subelement position
zzz     Segment name
nnn     Element position
ppp     Subelement position

Explanation: The qualifying element or subelement does not exist in segment. The mapping
will be deleted.

User Response:   Contact support                                                                                                  

19117  Are you sure you want to delete all the mapping for this transaction?  This action
deletes mappings for all loops, segments and elements in this transaction.

Question: Display only

Explanation: Delete confirmation.

User Response:   Select ‘Yes’ to delete all mapping.  Select ‘No’ to continue without deleting.
                                                                                                                                           

19118  Are you sure you want to delete all the mapping for this loop?  This action deletes
mappings for all loops, segments and elements in this loop.

Question: Display only

Explanation: Delete confirmation.

                   



User Response:   Select ‘Yes’ to delete all mapping.  Select ‘No’ to continue without deleting.
                                                                                                                                           

19119  Are you sure you want to delete all the mapping for this segment?  This action deletes
mappings for all elements in this segment.

Question: Display only

Explanation: Delete confirmation.

User Response:   Select ‘Yes’ to delete all mapping.  Select ‘No’ to continue without deleting.
                                                                                                                                           

19120  Unexpected error occurred attempting to renumber the mapping segments.  The order
of the map during printing will be unpredictable.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error attempting to renumber the mapping segments.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19121  Unexpected error occurred attempting a drag drop operation.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error during drag drop.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19122  The data format field xxx no longer exists in data format dictionary yyy.  Please correct
this mapping.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Data format field position
yyy     Data format dictionary name

Explanation: The data format field no longer exists in data format dictionary.

                   



User Response:   Correct the mapping.  Contact support.                                                           

19123  The ADF path of xxx and field of yyy specified in row zzz of the AC grid is invalid.  This
row will be ignored.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     ADF path
yyy     Field name
zzz     Row number

Explanation: The ADF path and field specified in a row of the AC grid is invalid.  The mapping
will be ignored.

User Response:   Correct the mapping.  Contact support.                                                           

19124  A mapping for table xxx and position yyy will be ignored, since this table and position
does not exist in the zzz transaction or message in the nnn standard dictionary.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table
yyy     Position
zzz     Transaction
nnn     Standard dictionary

Explanation: This table and position does not exist in the transaction or message in the
standard dictionary.  The mapping will be ignored.

User Response:   Correct the mapping.  Contact support.                                                           

19125  A mapping for table xxx and position yyy will be ignored, since the segment that started
the loop does not exist in the zzz transaction or message in the nnn standard dictionary.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Table
yyy     Position

                   



zzz     Transaction
nnn     Standard dictionary

Explanation: This table and position does not exist in the transaction or message in the
standard dictionary. The mapping will be ignored.

User Response:   Correct the mapping.  Contact support.                                                           

19126  A mapping in element position xxx, subelement position yyy, in segment zzz which was
qualified by the element in position nnn and subelement postion ppp will be ignored, since the
qualifying element or subelement does not exist in segment.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx     Element position 
yyy     Subelement position
zzz     Segment
nnn     Element position
ppp     Subelement position

Explanation: The qualifying element or subelement does not exist in segment. The mapping
will be ignored.

User Response:   Correct the mapping.  Contact support.                                                           

19127  An element mapping for table xxx, position yyy, element position zzz and subelement
postion nnn will be ignored, since this element or subelement does not exist in the segment.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Table 
yyy     Position
zzz     Element position
nnn     Subelement position

Explanation: This element or subelement does not exist in the segment.  The mapping will be
ignored.

User Response:   Correct the mapping.  Contact support.                                                           

                   



19128  Invalid standard row assigned.  Object Id is xxx.  Contact support.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Object Id 

Explanation: Invalid standard row assigned.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19129  Invalid PeerNodeInfo Request.  Type is xxx. Contact support.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Node type 

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19130  Invalid qualification type.  Type is xxx.  Contact support.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Qualification type 

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19141  Internal tree processing error occurred.  Internal error code xxx.  Contact support.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Error code 

                   



Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19151  Accumulator field xxx and its corresponding action code field yyy must both be filled in
or both be blank.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Accumulator field
yyy     Action code field 

Explanation: Accumulator field and its corresponding action code field must both be filled in or
both be blank.

User Response:   Fill in missing field.                                                                                             

19152  'Map' actions are not allowed in this data element mapping.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: 'Map' actions are not allowed in this data element mapping.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19153  Only one 'map' action is allowed.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Only one 'map' action is allowed.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19154  'Add' actions are not allowed in this data element mapping.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: 'Add' actions are not allowed in this data element mapping.

                   



User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19155  Only one of the fields xxx, yyy, zzz, or nnn can be specified.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Field name
zzz    Field name
nnn   Field name

Explanation: Only one of the fields can be specified.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19156  The xxx and yyy fields are not allowed when a data format field is not mapped in this
data element mapping, when a date edit has been specified, or the data format field and
standards element both have a data type of 'DT' (date).

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Field name

Explanation: Fields are not allowed when a data format field is not mapped in this data
element mapping, when a date edit has been specified, or the data format field and standards
element both have a data type of 'DT' (date).

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19157  The xxx and yyy fields must both be zero or both be non-zero.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Field name

Explanation: The indicated fields must both be zero or both be non-zero.

                   



User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19158  The values specified for the xxx and yyy fields minus 1 can not exceed the maximum
length of the data element.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Field name

Explanation: The values specified for the indicated fields minus 1 can not exceed the
maximum length of the data element.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19159  Either the application data format field, a literal, or an accumulator must be specified.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Either the application data format field, a literal, or an accumulator must be
specified.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19201  An error occurred while attempting to create the mapping data element special
handling dialog.  Internal error xxx.  This error may be caused by a shortage of system
resources.  Try closing some applications and try again.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Error code

Explanation: Internal error

User Response:   Try closing some applications and try again.  Contact support.                    

19203  An error occurred while attempting to load data into the mapping data element special
handling dialog.

                   



Warning: Display and log
 
Explanation: Internal error

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                               

19204  An error occurred while attempting to close the mapping data element special handling
dialog.

Warning: Display and log
 
Explanation: Internal error

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                               

19205  The xxx for this data element mapping no longer exists.  It was yyy.  Please specify an
alternate selection.

Warning: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Code list, translation table, or user exit

Explanation: The code list, translation table, or user exit for this data element mapping no
longer exists.  Please specify an alternate selection.

User Response:   Specify an alternate selection. Contact support.                                              

19301  Invalid xxx format specified.

Warning: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Format

Explanation: Invalid xxx format specified.

User Response:   Specify an alternate format.                                                                               

                   



19351  The data in the xxx field can be zero (0) only on receive maps or on generic HL
mappings (yyy = '0').

Warning: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Field name

Explanation: Invalid format specified.

User Response:   Specify an alternate data value.                                                                         

19352  The data in the xxx field must be in the range yyy - zzz or can be zero (0) in some
situations.

Warning: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Data value
zzz    Data value

Explanation: Invalid data value specified.

User Response:   Specify an alternate data value.                                                                         

19353  The data in the xxx field must be in the range yyy - zzz.

Warning: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Data value
zzz    Data value

Explanation: Invalid data value specified.

User Response:   Specify an alternate data value.                                                                         

19354  The xxx field can not be blank.

                   



Warning: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Field name 

Explanation: The field can not be blank.

User Response:   Specify field.                                                                                                        

19355  The xxx field can only be blank on base HL nodes.

Warning: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Field name 

Explanation: The  field can only be blank on base HL nodes.

User Response:   Specify field.                                                                                                        

19356  The xxx field must be blank when the yyy field is blank.

Warning: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Field name 
yyy    Field name

Explanation: If one field is blank, the other field must also be blank.

User Response:   Blank out appropriate field.                                                                              

19357  The xxx field must be blank on receive maps.

Warning: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Field name 

Explanation: The field must be blank on receive maps.

                   



User Response:   Blank out appropriate field.                                                                              

19358  The xxx field must be blank when the yyy field is blank.

Warning: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Field name 

Explanation: If one field is blank, the other field must also be blank.

User Response:   Blank out appropriate field.                                                                              

19359  A value can be specified in the xxx field only on base HL nodes.

Warning: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Field name 

Explanation: A value can be specified in the field only on base HL nodes.

User Response:   Blank out appropriate field.                                                                              

19401  Occurrence number xxx is already mapped.

Warning: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Occurrence number 

Explanation:  Occurrence is already mapped.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19402  The data in the xxx field must be in the range yyy - zzz.

Warning: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Field name 
yyy    Data range value

                   



zzz    Data range value

Explanation:  The data is out of range.

User Response:   Correct the data values.                                                                                     

19403  An error occurred while attempting to load data into the mapping qualify by occurrence
dialog.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19404  All occurrences are already mapped.  You can not map any additional occurrences.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation:  All occurrences are already mapped.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19451  An error occurred while attempting to create the mapping qualify by an element dialog.
Internal error xxx.  This error may be caused by a shortage of system resources.  Try closing
some applications and try again.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Internal error

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19453  An error occurred while attempting to load data into the mapping qualify by an element
dialog.

Warning: Display and log

                   



System string:
xxx    Internal error

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19454  An error occurred while attempting to close the mapping qualify by an element dialog.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Internal error

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19461  An element must be selected.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: An element must be selected.

User Response:   Select an element.                                                                                                

19462  A value must be specified in the xxx field.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: A value must be specified in the field.

User Response:   Specify a value in the indicated field.                                                                

19463  The data in the xxx field can not have a length less than yyy  or greater than zzz.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Field length

                   



zzz    Field length

Explanation: The data in the field has an incorrect length.

User Response:   Correct the length of the field.                                                                           

19464  The data in the xxx field must have a length of yyy.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Data length

Explanation: The data in the field has an incorrect length.

User Response:   Correct the length of the field.                                                                           

19465  You can not use the data element value xxx.  It is used in another qualification.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Data value

Explanation: The data in the field has an incorrect value.

User Response:   Correct the value of the field.                                                                            

19501  The map you are trying to convert to the new system has already been converted.
Please delete this map in the new system and try this operation again.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: The map you are trying to convert to the new system has already been
converted.

User Response:   If you want to convert the map again,  delete this map in the new system and
try this operation again.                                                                                                           

                   



19502  Host map segment order and client standard transaction segment order must match.
At table xxx position yyy in transaction zzz in dictionary nnn.  Found segment ppp, while rrr is
expected. Edit the standard transaction and restart conversion.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Table
yyy    Position
zzz    Transaction name
nnn    Standard dictionary name
ppp    Segment name
rrr    Segment name

Explanation: Host map segment order and client standard transaction segment order don’t
match.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19503  Map is corrupted. Loop starting at table xxx and position yyy  was not properply
ended.  Map cannot be converted.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Table
yyy    Position

Explanation: The map is corrupted.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19504  No room for a floating segment to be inserted between position xxx and position yyy.
Conversion of the rest of the map will continue.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Position
yyy    Position

Explanation: No room for a floating segment to be inserted.

                   



User Response:   Conversion will continue.                                                                                   

19505  The standard transaction used by this map doesn't exist in the system to which we are
converting this map.  Press OK to convert the entire standard dictionary. Press Cancel to
cancel the conversion of this map.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: The standard transaction used by this map doesn't exist in the system.

User Response:   Select ‘OK’ to convert the entire standard dictionary. Select ‘Cancel’ to
cancel the conversion of this map.                                                                                                  

19506  The application data format used by this map doesn't exist in the system to which we
are converting this map.  Press OK to convert the application data format. Press Cancel to
cancel the conversion of this map.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: The ADF used by this map doesn't exist in the system.

User Response:   Select ‘OK’ to convert the ADF.  Select ‘Cancel’ to cancel the conversion of
this map.                                                                                                                                       

19507  A host application data format structure or field named xxx was not found in the
converted application data format.   The reference to this structure or field won't be written to
the new map.  Conversion of the rest of the map will continue.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Structure or field name

Explanation: A host application data format structure or field was not found in the converted
application data format.

User Response:   Conversion of the rest of the map will continue.                                             

19508  A qualifying element sequence number of xxx in the old map is not found in the
segment yyy.  The element at element position zzz and subelement position nnn in the new
map will be unqualified.  Conversion of the rest of the map will continue.

                   



Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Element sequence number
yyy    Segment name
zzz    Element position number
nnn    Subelement position number

Explanation: A qualifying element sequence number in the old map is not found in the
segment.

User Response:   Conversion of the rest of the map will continue.                                             

19509  An unexpected error occurred converting element with a position of xxx and a
subposition of yyy in the zzz segment.  The internal segment sequence number is nnn and the
internal element sequence number is ppp .  Conversion of the map cannot continue.

Information: Display only

System string:
xxx    Element position number
yyy   Subelement position number
zzz    Segment name
nnn    Element sequence number

Explanation: An unexpected error occurred converting the map.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19510  The element in position xxx, subposition yyy in the zzz segment was not found.  The
internal segment sequence number is nnn and the internal element sequence number is ppp.
This element map will not be converted. Conversion will continue.

Information: Display only

System string:
xxx    Element position number
yyy   Subelement position number
zzz    Segment name
nnn     Segment sequence number
ppp    Element sequence number

Explanation: An element in a segment was not found.

                   



User Response:   Conversion will continue.                                                                                   

19511  A qualifying element sequence number of xxx in the old map is not found in the
segment yyy.  A loop which starts at table zzz and position nnn in the new map will be
unqualified.  Conversion of the rest of the map will continue.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Element sequence number
yyy   Segment name
zzz    Table
nnn    Position

Explanation: An element in a segment was not found.

User Response:   Conversion will continue.                                                                                   

19512  A qualifying element sequence number of xxx in the old map is not found in the
segment yyy.  A repeating segment at table zzz and position nnn in the new map will be
unqualified.  Conversion of the rest of the map will continue.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Element sequence number
yyy   Segment name
zzz    Table
nnn    Position

Explanation: An element in a segment was not found.

User Response:   Conversion will continue.                                                                                   

19513  The map you are attempting to import currently exists as a PC only map.  A host map
with the same name as a PC only map can not be imported.    Object name: xxx.  Object type:
yyy.  System: zzz.

Warning: Display only

System string:

                   



xxx    Object name
yyy    Object type
zzz    System name

Explanation: A host map with the same name as a PC only map can not be imported.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19514  The client standard transaction ran out of segments before the Host map could be
converted, please verify the client standard transaction has all the segments it should.  Edit
the client standard transaction and restart conversion.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: The client standard transaction does not match the host map standard.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19515  An element in segment xxx, segment sequence number yyy, is missing in the import
file.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Segment name
yyy   Segment sequence number

Explanation: An element is missing in the import file.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19521  Internal conversion error occurred.  Internal error code xxx.  Contact support.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Internal error code

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

                   



19551  An error occurred while attempting to create the mapping hierarchical loop dialog.
Internal error xxx.  This error may be caused by a shortage of system resources.  Try closing
some applications and try again.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Internal error code

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Try closing some applications and try again.  Contact support.                    

19553  An error occurred while attempting to load data into the mapping hierarchical loop
dialog.

Warning: Display and log 

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19554  The standard xxx does not contain element Id yyy.  This element is required for
hierarchical loop processing.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Standard name
yyy    Element Id

Explanation: The standard is missing an element. 

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19555  The element Id xxx should use a code list.  It currently does not.  The code list is
required for hierarchical loop processing.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Element Id

                   



Explanation: An element is not using a required code list. 

User Response:   Add the code list to the element. Contact support.                                          

19556  The HL03 code list xxx does not contain any codes.  The code list is required for
hierarchical loop processing.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Code list

Explanation: A required code list is empty.

User Response:   Update the code list.  Contact support.                                                               
                                  

19557  The HL03 code list xxx no longer contains code yyy.  It had been specified in the zzz
field.  Please specify a new code.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Code list
yyy    Field name

Explanation: A required code list entry is not present in the code list.

User Response:   Update the code list.  Contact support.                                                             

19558  The field xxx contains field name yyy.  This is no longer valid.  Please select a new field
name.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Field name

Explanation: A field can no longer contain the field name.

                   



User Response:   Select a new field name.  Contact support.                                                       

19561  Base node xxx and node yyy are already specified in another mapping.  Please specify
a different base node and/or node.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Base node
yyy    Node

Explanation: The base node/node specification must be unique.

User Response:  Specify a different base node and/or node.  Contact support.                         

19562  Base node xxx, HL03 code yyy, and parent HL03 code zzz are already specified in
another mapping.  Please change at least one of these fields to make them unique.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Base node
yyy    HL03 code
zzz    Parent HL03 code

Explanation: Base node, HL03 code, and parent HL03 code are already specified in another
mapping.

User Response:  Change at least one of these fields to make them unique.  Contact support. 

19601  You have already reached the maximum allowable number of application control fields
(xxx).  The new application control field you have specified will be ignored.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Number

Explanation: The maximum number of application control fields has bee exceeded.

                   



User Response:  The new application control field you have specified will be ignored.  Contact
support.                                                                                                                              

19602  The field does not exist.  The application control record associated with it will be
deleted.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: The field associated with an application control record does not exist.

User Response:  The application control field you have specified will be ignored.  Contact
support.                                                                                                                                             

19603  An error occurred while attempting to load data into the application control field dialog.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:  Contact support.                                                                                                  

19604  The length xxx is longer the maximum length allowed for field yyy.  The maximum
length allowed is zzz.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Field length
yyy    Field name
zzz    Maximum allowable field length

Explanation: The field length is longer than the maximum allowable length.

User Response:  Reduce the length.  Contact support.                                                                 

19605  The total length of all application control fields can not exceed xxx.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Total application field length

                   



Explanation: The total application contol field length is longer than the maiximum allowable
length.

User Response:  Reduce the length.  Contact support.                                                                 

19606  Too many application control fields were previously specified.  The maximum allowable
number of application control fields that may be specified is xxx.  The extra application control
fields will be deleted.  Do you want to continue?

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Maximum number of application control fields allowed

Explanation: Too many application control fields were previously specified.

User Response: The extra application control fields will be deleted.                                         

19607  One or more rows must be selected to use the delete action.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: You must select at least one row to delete.

User Response: Select at least one row.                                                                                         

19608  One row with an application control field special literal must be selected to use the edit
action.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: You must select at least one row to edit.

User Response:  Select at least one row.                                                                                         

19609  The length field must be greater than zero.

Warning: Display only

                   



Explanation: The length field must be greater than zero.

User Response:  Make the length field greater than zero.                                                           

19651  An error occurred while attempting to create the add element qualification dialog.
Internal error xxx.  This error may be caused by a shortage of system resources.  Try closing
some applications and try again.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:  Try closing some applications and try again. Contact support.                     

19653  An error occurred while attempting to load data into the add element qualification
dialog.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19701  An error occurred while attempting to create the edit element qualification dialog.
Internal error xxx.  This error may be caused by a shortage of system resources.  Try closing
some applications and try again.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Internal error code

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19703  An error occurred while attempting to load data into the edit element qualification
dialog.

Warning: Display and log

                   



Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19751  An error occurred while attempting to create the element qualification previous data
dialog.  Internal error xxx.  This error may be caused by a shortage of system resources.  Try
closing some applications and try again.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Internal error code

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Try closing some applications and try again.  Contact support.                    

19801  The object you are attempting to create already exists in the system.  Please select an
alternate name and try again.  Object name: xxx.  Object type: yyy.  System: zzz.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Object name
yyy    Object type
zzz    System name

Explanation: The object you are attempting to create already exists in the system.

User Response:   Select an alternate name and try again.                                                           

19803  A host map with the same name has previously been converted and had a control string
compiled.  However, the control string was over written by a compile action on the host.  Do
you want to continue the compile action?

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: A host map with the same name has previously been converted and had a control
string compiled.  However, the control string was over written by a compile action on the host.

                   



User Response:   Select ‘Yes’ to compile the map.  Select ‘No’ to continue without compiling
the map.                                                                                                                           

19804  The map you are importing currently exists as a host only map.  A PC map with the
same name as a host only map can't be imported. The host only map must be converted to a
PC map is you wish to perform the import.  Object name: xxx.  System: yyy.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Object name
yyy    System name

Explanation: The map you are importing currently exists as a host only map.  A PC map with
the same name as a host only map can't be imported.

User Response:   The host only map must be converted to a PC map is you wish to perform
the import.                                                                                                                                        

19805  A map with this name already exists.  Please specify an alternate map name.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: A map with this name already exists.

User Response:   Specify an alternate map name.                                                                        

19806  The Host Map named xxx already exists.  Would you like to replace it?

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Host map name

Explanation: A host map with this name already exists.

User Response:   Select ‘Yes’ to replace the map.  Select ‘No’ to continue without replacing
the map.                                                                                                                                            

19807  The transaction xxx in standard yyy that is associated with map name zzz does not exist
on the host.  Load the transaction into the host and retry.

                   



Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Transaction name
yyy    Standard name
zzz    Map name

Explanation: The transaction in the standard that is associated with the map name does not
exist on the host.

User Response:   Load the transaction into the host and retry.                                                  

19808  A host map has been created successfully.

Information: Display only

Explanation: A host map has been created successfully.

User Response:   Informational message.  No action required.                                                  

19809  Internal error xxx occured during conversion of map yyy.

Error: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Internal error
yyy    Map name

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19810  The data format xxx in dictionary yyy referred to in map zzz does not exist.

Warning: Display only
 
System string:
xxx    Data format name
yyy    Data format dictionary name
zzz    Map name

                   



Explanation: The data format in the dictionary referred to in the map does not exist.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19811  The structure xxx used to qualify the yyy segment in table zzz at position nnn does not
exist.

Error: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Structure name
yyy    Segment name
zzz    Table
nnn    Position

Explanation: A structure used to qualify a segment does not exist.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19812  The data format name xxx, which is referred to in an element of the yyy segment in
table zzz at position nnn does not exist.

Error: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Data format name
yyy    Segment name
zzz    Table
nnn    Position

Explanation: A data format referred to in an element of the standard does not exist.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19851  The length field can not exceed xxx.

Warning: Display and log
 
System string:
xxx    Length

Explanation: The length field exceeds it maximum allowable value.

                   



User Response:   Reduce the value of the length field.                                                                 

19853  An error occurred while attempting to load data into the application control fields
&LIT support dialog.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19901  The length field can not exceed xxx.

Warning: Display and log

System string:
xxx    Length

Explanation: The length field exceeds it maximum allowable value.

User Response:   Reduce the value of the length field.                                                                 

19902  A variable name can not start with a number, the letters 'DI', a letter 'P', an
ampersand ('&'), or a left parenthesis ('(').

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: A variable name can not start with a number, the letters 'DI', a letter 'P', an
ampersand ('&'), or a left parenthesis ('(').

User Response:   Rename the variable.                                                                                          

19903  An error occurred while attempting to load data into the application control fields
&VAR support dialog.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error.

                   



User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

19904  A variable name must be entered.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: A variable name needs to be entered.

User Response:   Enter a variable name.                                                                                       

20001  The xxx field can not exceed yyy characters.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Length

Explanation: A field length exceeds it maximum allowable length.

User Response:   Reduce the length of the field.                                                                           

20011  The xxx field is required and must be at least yyy character(s) long.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Length

Explanation: A required field is empty or does not contain the minimum number of characters.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20021  The xxx field can contain only numeric values.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Field name

                   



Explanation: A field that defined as numeric contains non-numeric characters.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20041  The xxx field must be in the range zzz to nnn.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Numeric value
zzz    Numeric value

Explanation: A field value does not contain a value within its allowable range.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20042  Invalid numeric range specified for the xxx field.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Field name

Explanation: A field range value is invalid.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20051  The value specified for field xxx does not exist.  The value is yyy.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Field value

Explanation: A field value is invalid.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20052  The xxx field value does not exist.

                   



Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Field value

Explanation: A field value is invalid.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20061  An invalid character was specified in the xxx field.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Field name

Explanation: A field value is invalid.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20071  You must select a xxx button.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Radio button name

Explanation: A radio button must be selected.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20072  An invalid value was specified in the xxx field.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Field name

Explanation: A field value is invalid.

                   



User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20081  The xxx field must contain a value.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Field name

Explanation: A required field is empty.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20082  An invalid value was specified ! in the xxx field.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Field name

Explanation: A field contains an invalid value.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20091  The value xxx is not valid for the yyy field.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Field value
yyy    Field name

Explanation: A field contains an invalid value.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20101  Only the characters A-Z, a-z, 0-9, '-' and '.' are allowed.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: An invalid character was specified.

                   



User Response:   Specify only the listed characters.                                                                     

20102  A value must be entered in the field.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: A required field is missing.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20103  You must enter either 'Y' or 'N'.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: You must enter either 'Y' or 'N'.

User Response:   Enter either 'Y' or 'N'.                                                                                        

20104  This field is not defined in the data format.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: This field is not defined in the data format.

User Response:   Specify a field that exists in the data format.                                                   

20105  Imbedded blanks are not allowed.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: Imbedded blanks are not allowed.

User Response:   Remove the imbedded blanks.                                                                          

20106  Either an application field name, literal, or accumulator must be specified.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: Either an application field name, literal, or accumulator must be specified.

                   



User Response:   Specify either an application field name, literal, or accumulator.                 

20107  You entered the name of a data format structure.  Enter the name of a data format
field.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: A data format structure was entered, but a data format field is required.

User Response:   Specify a data format field.                                                                               

20108  An internal error occurred.  Error 10108.  Contact Support.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20109  A profile services error occurred.  Error 10109.  Contact Support.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20110  A database services error occurred.  Error 10110.  Contact Support.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20111  A database services error occurred attempting to retrieve a standard dictionary.  Error
10111.  Contact Support.

Warning: Display and log

                   



Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20112  A database services error occurred attempting to retrieve a standard transaction.
Error 10112.  Contact Support.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20113 A database services error occurred attempting to retrieve an application data format
(ADF).  Error 10113.  Contact Support.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20114 A database services error occurred attempting to retrieve an application data format
(ADF) structure.  Error 10114.  Contact Support.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20115 A database services error occurred attempting to retrieve a map.  Error 10115.
Contact Support.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

                   



20116 A database services error occurred attempting to retrieve a map for sending.  Error
10116.  Contact Support.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20117 A database services error occurred attempting to retrieve a map for receiving.  Error
10117.  Contact Support.

Warning: Display and log

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20118 Only one accumulator can have a 'map' action.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: Only one accumulator can have a 'map' action.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20119 Enter a valid accumulator name.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: Enter a valid accumulator name.

User Response:   Enter a valid accumulator name.                                                                      

20120 Enter a valid accumulator action code.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: Enter a valid accumulator action code.

                   



User Response:   Enter a valid accumulator action code.                                                            

20121 You may not map an accumulator while a data format field is mapped or a literal is
specified.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: You may not map an accumulator while a data format field is mapped or a literal
is specified.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20122 An invalid literal keyword was specified.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: An invalid literal keyword was specified.

User Response:   Specify a valid literal keyword.                                                                         

20123 An application field should not be specified for this literal.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: An application field should not be specified for this literal.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20124 Invalid syntax starting with xxx in expression.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Expression value

Explanation: An invalid syntax was specified.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

                   



20125 xxx is an invalid special literal.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Special literal

Explanation: An invalid special literal was specified.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20126 '&IF' and '&ASSERTn' literals must be specified first.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: '&IF' and '&ASSERTn' literals must be specified first.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

20127 A variable name is too long.  The maximum length of a variable name is 16 characters.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: A variable name is too long.

User Response:   The maximum length of a variable name is 16 characters.                            

20128 A variable name is required.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: A variable name is required.

User Response:   Specify a variable name.                                                                                    

20129 The position and length of the named variable must be numeric.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: The position and length of the named variable must be numeric.

                   



User Response:   Specify numerics for position and length.                                                        

20130 '&DEFERRED' is not valid on a receive mapping.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: '&DEFERRED' is not valid on a receive mapping.

User Response:   Do not specify &DEFERRED' on a receive mapping.                                    

20131 '&DEFERRED' must be used before '&USE' and not after.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: '&DEFERRED' must be used before '&USE' and not after.

User Response:   Use '&DEFERRED' before '&USE' and not after.                                         

20132 The '&DEFERRED' special literal must be used with the '&USE' special literal.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: The '&DEFERRED' special literal must be used with the '&USE' special literal.

User Response:   Use '&DEFERRED' with '&USE'.                                                                   

20133 Only one named variable special literal is allowed per mapping.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: Only one named variable special literal is allowed per mapping.

User Response:   Specify only one named variable special literal per mapping.                       

20134  The '&IFNOVAR' special literal must be used with either the '&SAVE', '&SET',
&LSAVE' or '&LSET' special literal.

Warning: Display only

                   



Explanation: The '&IFNOVAR' special literal must be used with either the '&SAVE', '&SET',
&LSAVE' or '&LSET' special literal.

User Response:   Use the '&IFNOVAR' special literal with either the '&SAVE', '&SET',
&LSAVE' or '&LSET' special literal.                                                                                           

20135  A variable name cannot be used with the letter 'P'.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: A variable name cannot be used with the letter 'P'.

User Response:   ‘P’ is reserved.  Use an alternate letter.                                                            

20136  A variable name cannot begin with the letters 'DI'.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: A variable name cannot begin with the letters 'DI'.

User Response:   ‘DI’ is reserved.  Use an alternate letter.                                                          

20137  A global variable name should not be used with a local literal.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: A global variable name should not be used with a local literal.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                            

20138  No data should follow the '&ERR(...)' special literal.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: No data should follow the '&ERR(...)' special literal.

User Response:   Remove the data following the '&ERR(...)' special literal.                             

20139  The error level in '&ERR(X,...)' must be a 0, 1, 2 or 3.

                   



Warning: Display only

Explanation: The error level must be a 0, 1, 2 or 3.

User Response:   Specify the error level as 0, 1, 2 or 3.                                                                

20140  The error code in '&ERR(,X,...)' must be numeric.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: The error code in '&ERR(,X,...)' must be numeric.

User Response:   Specify the error code as numeric.                                                                    

20141  The FA code in '&ERR(,,X,...)' must be numeric.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: The FA code in '&ERR(,X,...)' must be numeric.

User Response:   Specify the FA code as numeric.                                                                        

20142  The error text in '&ERR(,,,X)' is limited to 64 characters.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: The error text in '&ERR(,,,X)' is limited to 64 characters.

User Response:   Limit the error text to 64 characters.                                                                

20143  A variable name must not begin with a numeric character.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: A variable name must not begin with a numeric character.

User Response:   Change the beginning character of the variable name.                                   

20144 A variable name must not begin with an ampersand.

                   



Warning: Display only

Explanation: A variable name must not begin with an ampersand.

User Response:   Change the beginning character of the variable name.                                   

20145 A variable name must not begin with a parenthesis.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: A variable name must not begin with a parenthesis.

User Response:   Change the beginning character of the variable name.                                   

20146 The '&IFDATA' and '&IFNODATA' special literals are not valid with the '&USE'
special literal.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: The '&IFDATA' and '&IFNODATA' special literals are not valid with the
'&USE' special literal.

User Response:   Do not use the  '&IFDATA' and '&IFNODATA' special literals with  the
'&USE' special literal.                                                                                                                     

20147 The '&LOOPBREAK' and '&LOOPCHECK' special literals are not valid outside of a
loop.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: The '&LOOPBREAK' and '&LOOPCHECK' special literals are not valid
outside of a loop.

User Response:   Do not use the  '&LOOPBREAK' and '&LOOPCHECK' special literals
outside of a loop.                                                                                                                              

21000 The name xxx is already in use in the yyy, zzz.

Warning: Display only

System string:

                   



xxx    Name
yyy    Name
zzz    Name

Explanation: Object names cannot be reused inside a dictionary.

User Response:   Select an alternate name.                                                                                   

21001 Internal error xxx has occurred while loading COBOL copybook. Please note
conditions under which the error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Internal error.

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21002 Rows xxx and yyy use the zzz, nnn.  Reuse within a ppp is not allowed.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Row
yyy    Row
zzz    Name
nnn    Name
ppp    Name

Explanation: Names cannot be reused within a given scope.

User Response:   Specify an alternate name.                                                                                 

21003 The addition of the xxx, yyy in row zzz causes a circular reference.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Name
yyy    Name

                   



zzz    Row

Explanation: A circular reference has been created.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21004 The xxx, yyy is part of a circular reference.

Warning: Display only

System string:
xxx    Name
yyy    Name

Explanation: A circular reference has been created.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21005 The first member of a Loop must be a Record.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: The first member of a Loop must be a Record.

User Response:   Insure that the first member of the Loop is a Record.                                    

21006  The first member of a Loop must be a Record with MaxUse of 1.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: The first member of a Loop must be a Record with MaxUse of 1.

User Response:   Insure that the first member of the Loop is a Record with MaxUse of 1.     

21007  Some or all of the selected rows could not be edited.  Data within a row must be saved
before it can be edited.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: Some or all of the selected rows could not be edited.

                   



User Response:   Save the rows before editting.                                                                            

21100  WARNING: Some C&D records could not be adjusted properly for record identifier
and structure name. You may have to adjust them manually.

Warning: Display only

Explanation: Some C&D records could not be adjusted properly for record identifier and
structure name.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21101  Internal error xxx has occurred while loading COBOL copybook. Please note
conditions under which the error occurred and contact support.

Error: Display an log 

System string:
xxx    Internal error

Explanation: Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21200  WARNING: The xxx Special Record/Field, yyy is not part of this ADF.

Warning: Display only 

System string:
xxx    Special Record
yyy    Field

Explanation: The Special Record/Field is not part of this ADF.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21201  WARNING: The following duplicate RecordID's are used in this ADF:  xxx.

Warning: Display only 

System string:

                   



xxx    Record ID

Explanation: The ADF contains duplicate Rcord ID’s.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21202  The standard, xxx, already exists.  Do you want to replace it?

Question: Display only 

System string:
xxx    Standard name

Explanation: Replace confirmation.

User Response:   Select ‘Yes’ to replace the standard.  Select ‘No’ to continue withour
replacing the standard.                                                                                                                    

21203  The ADF, xxx, requires an 'Application File Name' to create a fixed EDI Standard.
Specify an 'Application File Name' and then try again.

Warning: Display only 

System string:
xxx    ADF name

Explanation:The ADF requires an 'Application File Name' to create a fixed EDI Standard.

User Response:   Specify an 'Application File Name' and then try again.                                 

21210  An internal error has occurred.  Please note conditions under which the error occurred
and contact support.

Error: Display and log 

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21211  A host application data format has been created successfully.

                   



Information: Display only 

Explanation:  A host application data format has been created successfully.

User Response:   No response needed.                                                                                           

21250  The xxx yyy at row zzz does not use the same RecordIDInfo as this Data Format.

Warning: Display only 

System string:
xxx    Member name
yyy    Sequence number
zzz    Row

Explanation:  The RecordIDInfo is different than this Data Format.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21350  The xxx yyy at row zzz does not use the same RecordIDInfo as this Loop.

Warning: Display only 

System string:
xxx    Member name
yyy    Sequence number
zzz    Row

Explanation:  The RecordIDInfo is different than this Loop.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21650  Line xxx: Internal scanner file read error (Token: yyy).  Please note conditions under
which the error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

                   



User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21651  Line xxx: Internal scanner stack overflow error (Token: yyy).  Please note conditions
under which the error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21652  Line xxx: Internal scanner error (Token: yyy).  Please note conditions under which the
error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21653  Line xxx: Internal scanner buffer overflow error (Token: yyy).  Please note conditions
under which the error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

                   



21654  Line xxx: Internal scanner end-of-file error (Token: yyy).  Please note conditions under
which the error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21655  Line xxx: Line Continuation not allowed (Token: yyy).  Please note conditions under
which the error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21656  Line xxx: Unsupported keyword (Token: yyy).  Please note conditions under which the
error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

                   



21657  Line xxx: Parsing error. (Token: yyy).  Please note conditions under which the error
occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21658  Line xxx: Expecting a clause (Token: yyy).  Please note conditions under which the
error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21659  Line xxx: Invalid value clause (Token: yyy).  Please note conditions under which the
error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21660  Line xxx: Value Ranges not supported (Token: yyy).  Please note conditions under
which the error occurred and contact support.

                   



Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21661  Line xxx: Error in PIC clause (Token: yyy).  Please note conditions under which the
error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21662  Line xxx: Unsupported keyword. Skipping to next valid line (Token: yyy).  Please note
conditions under which the error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21663  Line xxx: Invalid Syntax for PIC repeat counter (Token: yyy).  Please note conditions
under which the error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:

                   



xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21664  Line xxx: Memory Exception parsing PIC clause (Token: yyy).  Please note conditions
under which the error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21665  Line xxx: Ignoring extra or incorrect Sign (S) Symbol in PIC clause (Token: yyy).
Please note conditions under which the error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21666  Line xxx: Ignoring extra Implied Decimal (V) symbol in PIC clause (Token: yyy).
Please note conditions under which the error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

                   



Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21667  Line xxx: Unsupported Implied decimal position in PIC Clause (Token: yyy).  Please
note conditions under which the error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21668  Line xxx: Symbol inappropriate to computational data type found in PIC Clause
(Token: yyy).  Please note conditions under which the error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21669  Line xxx: Too many digits for a BINARY usage in PIC Clause (Token: yyy).  Please
note conditions under which the error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

                   



User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21670  Line xxx: Symbol inappropriate to Packed Decimal data type found in PIC Clause
(Token: yyy).  Please note conditions under which the error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21671  Line xxx: Unsupported or invalid character in PIC clause (Token: yyy).  Please note
conditions under which the error occurred and contact support.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Line number
yyy    Token

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

21901  The Host ADF named xxx already exists, would you like to replace it?

Question: Display only 

System string:
xxx    ADF name

Explanation:  Replace confirmation.

User Response:   Select ‘Yes’ to replace the ADF.  Select ‘No’ to continue without replacing
the ADF.                                                                                                                                            

22001  Error reading Mapping Record.  Map name is xxx.

                   



Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Map name

Explanation:  Internal error reading the mapping record.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22002  Error reading Mapping Segment Definition.  Map name is xxx.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Map name

Explanation:  Internal error reading the segment record.

User Response:   Attempt to map again to determine if the segment still exists.  Contact
support.                                                                                                                                             

22003  Error reading Mapping Data Element Usage Record.  Map name is xxx.  Segment is
yyy.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Map name
yyy     Segment name

Explanation:  Internal error reading the element record.

User Response:   Attempt to map again to determine if the element still exists.  Contact
support.                                                                                                                                             

22004  Error reading Application Data Definition Record.  Application Format ID is xxx.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Application Data Format 

                   



Explanation:  Internal error reading the application data format definition.

User Response:   Verify that the application data format still exists.  If it does not, it must be
restored before any control string generation can be done.  Contact support.                    

22005  Error reading Data Definition Structure Header Record.  Application Format ID is
xxx.  Structure Name is yyy.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Application Data Format 
yyy    Structure name

Explanation:  Internal error reading the structure record.

User Response:  Verify that the structure still exists.  If it does not, it must be restored before
any control string generation can be done.  Contact support.                                         

22006  Error reading Application Data Definition data field record.  Application Format ID is
xxx.  Structure Name is yyy.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Application Data Format
yyy    Data field

Explanation:  Internal error reading the element record.

User Response:  Verify that the element still exists.  If it does not, it must be restored before
any control string generation can be done.  Contact support.                                         

22007  Error reading mapping data element rule.  Map name is xxx.  Segment ID is yyy.  Data
element ID is zzz.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Map name
yyy    Segment name

                   



zzz    Data element id

Explanation:  Internal error reading the data elements rule records.  These are the data
e;lements that you have mapped with optional information (such as date edits, translation
tables, etc.) specified.

User Response:    Contact support.                                                                                                

22008  Error writing Control String.  Map name is xxx.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Map name

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22009  Error deleting Control String.  Map name is xxx.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Map name

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22010  Insufficient Storage to continue.  Compile stopped.  Map name is xxx.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Map name

Explanation:  An attempt to get storage for the control string generation resulted in an error.

User Response:   Increase your memory.  If the problem persists, contact support.                

                   



22011  Error reading standard xxx that is associated with map name is yyy.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Standard name
yyy    Map name

Explanation:  Internal error reading the standard.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22012  Error reading standard transaction xxx which is defined in standard yyy that is
associated with map name is zzz.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Standard transaction name
yyy    Standard name
zzz    Map name

Explanation:  Internal error reading the standard transaction.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22013  Error reading standard segment description xxx which is defined in standard yyy that is
associated with map name is zzz.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Standard segment name
yyy    Standard name
zzz    Map name

Explanation:  Internal error reading the standard segment.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22014  Error reading standard data element description xxx which is defined in standard yyy
that is associated with map name is zzz.

                   



Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Standard data element name
yyy    Standard name
zzz    Map name

Explanation:  Internal error reading the standard element.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22017  No text found for message xxx in the message database.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Message number

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22018  Mapped field name xxx is not defined.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Field name

Explanation:  The indicated field used in a mapping is not defined in the data format.

User Response:   Use an alternate field for the mapping, or add the field to the data format.

22019  Structure xxx used to qualify loop yyy is not defined.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Structure name
yyy    Loop Id

                   



Explanation:  The indicated structure used to qualify a loop is not defined in the data format.

User Response:   Use an alternate structure for qualifying, or add the structure to the data
format.                                                                                                                                              

22020  Structure xxx used to qualify segment yyy is not defined.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Structure name
yyy    Segment name

Explanation:  The indicated structure used to qualify a segment is not defined in the data
format.

User Response:   Use an alternate structure for qualifying, or add the structure to the data
format.                                                                                                                                              

22021  Application control field xxx is not defined.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Application control field

Explanation:  The indicated application control field is not defined in the data format.

User Response:   Use an alternate field in the mapping, or add the field to the data format.  

22022  Beginning or ending structure name xxx is not defined.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Structure name

Explanation:  The indicated structure is not defined in the data format.

User Response:   Use an alternate structure, or add the structure to the data format.             

                   



22023  Trading partner transaction ID field name xxx not defined.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Field name

Explanation:  The indicated trading partner ID field is not defined in the data format.

User Response:   Use an alternate field, or add the field to the data format.                             

22024  Element xxx used to qualify loop yyy has no qualifying value.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Element name
yyy    Loop Id

Explanation:  You have not entered a qualifying value for the data element that you are using
to qualify the indicated loop.  The qualifier must be entered in at least one occurrence of the
data element.   

User Response:   Map the data element, select ‘Special Handling’, and enter a qualifying
value for ‘Segment/Loop qualifier’.  If you did not intend to qualify the loop, then remove the
qualification on the indicated loop.                                                                                          

22025  Element xxx used to qualify segment yyy has no qualifying value.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Element name
yyy    Loop Id

Explanation:  You have not entered a qualifying value for the data element that you are using
to qualify the indicated segment.  The qualifier must be entered in at least one occurrence of
the data element.   

User Response:   Map the data element, select ‘Special Handling’, and enter a qualifying
value for ‘Segment/Loop qualifier’.  If you did not intend to qualify the segment, then remove
the qualification on the indicated segment.                                                                      

                   



22026  Selected mandatory data elements in segment xxx are not mapped.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Segment name

Explanation:  Selected mandatory data elements in specified segment are not mapped.

User Response:   Map the mandatory elements in the indicated segment.                                 

22027  The first segment xxx of loop yyy is not mapped.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Segment name
yyy    Loop Id

Explanation:  The first segment of the indicated loop has no data element mappings.  

User Response:   Map the data elements for the indicated segment or delete the loop
mapping.                                                                                                                                           

22028  Warning:  selected mandatory segment xxx is not mapped.

Information: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Segment name

Explanation:  The indicated segment is mandatory, has no data element mappings.  

User Response:   Map the data elements for the indicated segment.                                          

22029  Mapping xxx for loop yyy was not found.

Error: Display and log 

System string:

                   



xxx    Mapping
yyy    Loop Id

Explanation:  Internal error.  

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22030  Mapping xxx for segment yyy was not found.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Mapping
yyy    Segment name

Explanation:  Internal error.  

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22031  Mapping xxx for data element  yyy was not found.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Mapping
yyy    Data element

Explanation:  Internal error.  

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22032  Mapping xxx for qualified data element yyy was not found.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Mapping
yyy    Data element

Explanation:  Internal error.  

                   



User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22033  Program error -- insufficient buffer to process application data format.

Error: Display and log 

Explanation:  Internal error.  

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22034  Program error -- insufficient buffer to process the base structure in the application data
format.

Error: Display and log 

Explanation:  Internal error.  

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22035  Program error -- insufficient buffer to process the literal table.

Error: Display and log 

Explanation:  Internal error.  

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22036  No segments found for trading partner transaction.

Error: Display and log 

Explanation:  Internal error.  

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22037  Application data format xxx is not defined.

Error: Display and log 

System string:

                   



xxx    Application data format

Explanation:  Internal error.  

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22038  No mapping found for qualified mapping xxx on segment yyy.

Warning: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Mapping
yyy    Segment name

Explanation:  A segment that repeats has been qualified but not mapped.  

User Response:   Warning message only.                                                                                       

22039 No mapping provided for base node in base map xxx.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Map name

Explanation:  The first mapping for any given Base Map ID must be the mapping for the base
node of the hierarchy.  The base node of the hierarchy is the node that does not have a parent
(Parent Level Code value of blanks).   

User Response:   Repeat map the HL segment and provide a mapping for the base node.      

22040 Generic mapping in base xxx map ID yyy does not exist.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Base
yyy    Map name   

Explanation:  The hierarchical mapping specified in the message indicates that a generic map
should be used (signaled with structure name of &H).  However, a generic map with the same
(or blank) Base Map ID and Hierarchical Level Code does not exist.

                   



User Response:   Create the generic mapping or delete the reference to the generic mapping.
                                                                                                                                         

22041 Structure xxx associated with segment yyy in standard zzz is not defined in target
application data format nnn.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Structure name
yyy    Segment name 
zzz    Standard name
nnn    Application data format  

Explanation:  The indicated structure does not exist in the application data format. The map is
associated with a standard that was generated from the application data format.  This
association is indicated by an envelope type of ‘F’ in the standard and a standard description
equal to the name of the application data format.  The description for a segment within this
standard must contain the name of the structure within the application data format that is
associated with the segment.  

Response:  Either the envelope must be changed from ‘F’ or the segment description for the
segment must be  updated to have a valid structure name.                                                   

22042 Field xxx associated with data element yyy in segment zzz in standard nnn is not
defined in target application data format ppp.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Data element name 
zzz    Segment name
nnn    Standard name
ppp    Application data format  

Explanation:  The indicated field does not exist in the application data format. The map is
associated with a standard that was generated from the application data format.  This
association is indicated by an envelope type of ‘F’ in the standard and a standard description
equal to the name of the application data format.  The description for a data element within
this standard must contain the name of the field within the application data format that is
assoiated with the data element.

                   



User Response:   Either the envelope must be changed from ‘F’ or the description for the data
element must be  updated to have a valid field name.                                                         

22043 Field xxx associated with data element yyy in segment zzz in standard nnn does not
have the same length or data type as the field in target application data format ppp.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Field name
yyy    Data element name 
zzz    Segment name
nnn    Standard name
ppp    Application data format  

Explanation:  The type or length of the field in the standard is not the same as the type or
length of the field in the target application data format.  The map is associated with a standard
that was generated from the application data format.  This association is indated by an
envelope type of ‘F’ in the standard  and a standard description equal to the name of the
application data format.  The desciption  for a data element within this standard contains the
name of the field within the application data format that is associated with the data element.  

User Response:   To eliminate the error, either the association between the standard and the
application data format must be broken by changing the standard envelope type from ‘F’, or
definitions of the fields must be made consistent.                                                             

22044 SAMEAS value of xxx used in data element yyy does not identify a data element in
segment zzz.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Data element name
yyy    Data element name 
zzz    Segment name

Explanation:  The SAMEAS value must identify a data element that is in the current segment.
 

User Response:   The value is specified as a sequence number, and therefore to use the same
mapping as the first data element in the segment you should specify &SAMEAS 1.      

                   



22045 Data element xxx in segment yyy mixes SAMEAS with other mappings.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Data element name
yyy    Segment name 

Explanation:  The SAMEAS value indicates that you want the current data element to have
the same mapping as some other data element, and therefore other mapping instructions are
not allowed.

User Response:   Use an alternate data element.                                                                           

22046 The service name xxx and function code yyy are not recognized by the service director.
The action in progress will be aborted. Please report this internal error to the support center.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Service name
yyy    Function code 

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

22047 The service xxx has not been loaded, but a request has been submitted to it. The
function requested was yyy. The action in progress will be aborted. Please report this internal
error to the support center.

Error: Display and log 

System string:
xxx    Service name
yyy    Function 

Explanation:  Internal error.

User Response:   Contact support.                                                                                                 

                   



22048 This transaction has not been mapped.

Error: Display and log 

Explanation:  This transaction has not been mapped.

User Response:   Complete your mapping.                                                                                    

22049 The data format contains one or more incomplete structures.

Error: Display and log 

Explanation:  The data format contains one or more incomplete structures.

User Response:   Update your data format.                                                                                   

22081 Control Strings can only be exported using tagged format.

Warning: Display only 

Explanation:  Control Strings can only be exported using tagged format.

User Response:   Select tagged as the export format.                                                                   

23001 An invalid Group Control Number mask value was entered. Please enter a valid mask
value.

Warning: Display only 

Explanation:  An invalid Group Control Number mask value was entered.

User Response:   Enter a valid mask value.                                                                                   

23002 An invalid Transaction Control Number mask value was entered. Please enter a valid
mask value.

Warning: Display only 

Explanation:  An invalid Transaction Control Number mask value was entered.

                   



User Response:   Enter a valid mask value.                                                                                   

                   


